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ABSTRACT 

The applicability of the sodaliEation thesis to understanding variations in &dty  

productivity is tested using data collected in 1985 tiom 5,000 Canadian academics. The 

general hypotheses are that productivity would be determined by the socializiag effects of 

the organhation on academics' profioml role orientations and behaviours, and that the 

strength of the e&as would depend on cans stage. Path analysis findings provide no 

support for either expectations. The model explains 4% of the variation in productivity 

and identifies past paformance as the key determinant irrespeaive of career stage- 

Organizational e&cts on professioaal orientations are present, but have no impact on 

productivity and do not vary as hypothesized across career stages. Empirical limitations 

of the study are discussed, and areas of the socialization thesis requiring M e r  

elaboration are identified. The conclusion is that although this study provides no support 

for the socialization thesis, neither does it present evidence to refute it. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTlON 

The purpose of tbis study is to identi@ key individual and orpanirational variables 

related to the publishing activity1 of Wty members working in different academic 

settings across Camuk The fms is on exMlining and comparing the relative saliencies 

and inter-relationships of the fkctors impacting on publishing activifl for fhdty at 

different stages of the academic career proass.  The central fictors included in the study 

are individuals' perceptions of the struchual and cultural features of their work 

environments; individuals' assessments of their roIezxpeaations, interests, abilities and 

motivations; and variables related to individuals' backgrounds such as sociademographic 

characteristics and career aspects. The selection of these faaors is Wormed by the 

socialization fhmework and by empirical findings in the extant f i d t y  productivity 

literature. 

Publishing activity remains one of the primary social processes by which scholariy 

thoughts and findings are disseminated and evaluated, and by which knowledge is certified 

and verified (Merton, 1973; Fox, 1992). Despite its widely acknowledged a m t d h y  to the 

scientific entaprise, research consistently shows that there b a very high variation in 

faculty publication activity, and that the distnion is very highly skewed both within and 

between disciplinary fields, with a smaU concentration of academics producing the great 

majority of publications (Fox, 1983). 

I use the terms publishing activity and pmdacdviy interchangeably in this report. I do aclmowledge, 
however, that faculty pmducthity is a much broads term and encompasses more than simply 
pnblichingactivity* 
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Variations in fbdty productivity have been found to be related, to Varying 

degrees, to sociodemographic characteristics such as gender and age of the individual, 

psychological and kbavioural predispositions, as well as Merences in the individual's 

career background, such as the prestige of the graduate school of origin, academic 

qualifications, past performance record, experience, rank and tenure status. In addition, 

kcuity publishing activity has ban shown to be asmchted with aspects of organizational 

contexts such as prestige of cumnt w o n ,  orgarbtional size, disciphmry field and 

aspects of organizational climate. 

While sododemographic variables have never accounted for more than 10% of the 

variation in Wty publications, broad institutional variables, together with individual 

differences in carem background such as past performance and career stage, have 

accounted for almost two-thirds of the fkclllty publication variation In addition, 

longitudinal studies provide convincing evidence that organizational contexts have a causal 

influence on faarlty productivity. However. what aspects of these broad characteristics 

have the key impact, and the nature of the mechanism by which they influence publication 

activity. remains a question 

It is clear fiom a review of the adant literatwe, however, that there is a complex 

relationship among the det enninams of f h l t y  publication activity, and that understanding 

hdty behaviour requires addressing the interplay between individual characteristics on 

the one hand, and the impact of orpuhtional conditions on the other hand. However, 

with exceptions. there are few solid theoretical attempts in the Iiteratwe to explain how 

organizational contexts and individual characteristics are inter-related, and how these 

relationships influence fhdty productivity. 

One of the fhmeworks which incorporates both individuals' characteristics and 

their perceptions of organizational fistors is the socialization thesis. Unfortunately. apart 

fkom research examiaiog the impact of one's graduate school, there are no 
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m*hodologically sound studies in the literatwe which approach the -on of Wty 

publication activity explicitly &om this paspeaive. However, there i s  much empirical 

evidence which indirectly supports this thesis. In addition, the literature suggests ?hat 

career stage may be a fiuitttl locus for unravelling what is cleady a complex relationsbip 

between the various determiaants of fjleuty productivityctivity From a theoretical and a 

substantive standpoint, it appears that a systematic inquiry fiom a socialization fhmework 

using career stage as an analytical variable would make a u W  contri'bution to the extant 

literature in fkcuIty productivityvity 

The theoretical modd used to guide the study and its interpretations is based on a 

synthesis of the ideas of socialhion theorists and integrates key empirical findings f?om 

the fad@ productivity literature- The central components of the model include 

individuals' sociodemographic and cslreer backgrounds, their perceptions of various 

aspects of their organizational envirorunents, their assessments of their professioual 

abilities, interests and attachments, and their current productivity as measured by the 

number of articles published in the last three years. The key expectations were that 

productivity would be a result of the socializing influence of the organhtional 

environment on individuals' orientations and attitudes towards their profeSSona1 roles, and 

that the strength of the s o d i d o n  & i  would depend on career stage- 

The data used for the study were obtained &om the Academic Professon in 

Canada survey conducted in 1985 by the Institute for Social Research, York University- 

Although outdated, the use of this database for the purposes of this study was justified 

given that it is the only available source of informstion regarding the activities, 

perceptions, preferences and attitudes for a national sample of Canadian faculty, and that 

the sample size is both large and representative. 

From the substantive standpoint, there are fcw studies that have examined the 

perceptions of work contexts and outcomes for Canadian f d t y .  Most of the extant 
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literature on hculty productivity originates in the United States, particulariy since the 

19705, in response to concerns arising Born c h g k g  demographic and economic 

conditions in American higher educatioa Given that this study uses a rich, though largely 

unexplored, Canadian data set, it coutn.butes to the Canadb Meratwe by descri'b'hg 

Canadian fsculty member's perceptions of their own abilities, interests, attachments and 

their perceptions ofthe conditions in which they work 



CHAPTERTWO 

LSfERATURE REVIEW 

The Wty productivity literature consistently shows both a very high variation in 

publication activity among Wty members and a very highly skewed distn'bution, with a 

small concentration of academics producing the great majority of published works (FOK 

1983). 

Some of the earfiest studies on ficulty productivity were guided by psychological 

perspectives fmsing on the cognitive, emotional, and behavioural styles argued to 

difEerentiate the more productive Wty members fiom their less productive colleagues 

(e-g.,, C a w  and Dmrdabl, 1955; Roe, 1952). Pasonaiity studies showed that 

productive scientists display strong impulse control, preoccupation with ideas rather than 

people, high ego strength, and traits of autonomy and independence early on in life (e-g., 

Cattell and Drevdahl, 1955; Roe, 1952). Studies of behaviod habits showed that the 

high performers are a highly committed group of individuals, spending vast amounts of 

time on research, doing several projects simultaneously (Simon, 1974), strongly 

identifyiag with their work and are highly absorbed and selfkeIiant (Pelz and An&ews, 

1976). 

These studies gave rise to the "sacred spark" thesis of faculty productivity which 

proposed that variations in productivity were due to differences in psychological 

predispositions which made some individuals more suited than others to the demands of 

academic life (Cole and Cole, 1973). The evidence on which this argument is based is 

weak. There en fkw systematic tests ofthe sacred spark thesis. Most assertions are 

based on small, limited samples of eminent scientists with no comparison groups (e.g., 
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Simon, 1974). Others find that the impact of individuat predispositions on productivity 

depends on orgarhtional location (Pelz and Andtews,1976) and discipihary field 

(Hargens, 1978). Fdy, others have argued that in a group as small and highly selected 

as academics, thae is insufllcient wiation in psychological and behaviod dispositions 

to account for the high variation in produaivity (Allison and Stewart, 1974: 597). The 

"sacred spark" thesis, thus, although it may be true to some extent, does not adequately 

appear to explain the large variation in ficulty productivity. 

Beginning in the late 1960, more sociologically inclined researchers began 

investigating the association between productivity and organizational context both for 

academics and for scientists located in nonacademic insthiom. Sisnificant relationships 

were found between productivity and both structural and cultural aspects of organizatonal 

contexts, such as prestige of graduate school and prestige of the current institution (e-g., 

Berelson, 1960; Craney 1965; Long, 1978; Reskin, 1979),2 organizational size (Blau, 

1973), institutional focus, i-e., the degree of research orientation and emphasis (Blau, 

1973; Long and McGinnis, 1981; Blackbum and Lawrence, 1995), disciphmy field 

(Bayer and Dutton, 1977; Wanner, Lewis and Gregorio, 198 1; B&d, 1991), doctorate- 

granting status, proportion of fhculty wit& superior qualificationsy atlluence (Blau, 1973), 

provision of adeqpa-te research facilities and opportunities (Glass, 1964), and aspects of 

organizational climate such as degree of autonomy and M o m  (Glass, 1964; Pelz and 

Andrews, 1976), degree of collegial support and perceptions ofcolleagues' commitments 

to research (Pelz and Andrews, 1976; Blau, 1973; Blackbum and Lawrencey 1995). 

Institutional prestige has gumally been umsurcd via par evaluations of (0 tbC Quality of the 
graduate faculty? and the dkthmis of the doctoral program (The American Cowrcil of 
education ratings frorn: (i) Camcr? A.M. 1966. An ASjQSSrnent of Quality In Grcrduate Edumtion. 
Wasfiington, DC: ACE. and (ii) Roose, IU). and C.J. Andetsm. 1970. A Rating of Grarfuate 
Progrrrms. Washington, DC: ACE. ). 
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The question of whether aspeas of orp idona l  context have a causal influence 

on productivity, or whether productive individuals are attracted to and seiected by 

organizational conttxts which enable them to continue being productive, is settled by a 

series of longitudinal studies which convincingly establishes that the relationship is 

predominantly unidirectional with organbtional context having a causal impact on 

productivity. 

Long's (1978) longitudinal study of changes in productivity levels that occur over 

time for individuals who do not change departments showed that while early publication 

leveis are most strongly influenced by preanployment fBctors such as mentor's prestige 

and past productivity IeveIs, change in publication levels that occur over the next three 

years is most strongly due to hctors aSSOcjated with the current o r ~ o a a l  location as 

measured by the prestige of the scientists current department. Similarly, for individuals 

who changed their departmas, early publication lmls were most strongly inauenced by 

the prestige of their department of origin and past productivity, and had no relationship 

with the prestige of the new department; in contrast, lata publication levels had no 

association with prestige of the old department but were best predicted by past 

productivity and prestige of the current department. Siarly ,  Long and McGinais (198 1) 

report from another longitudinal study that e&N of earlier productivity decrraJed with 

time and became increasingly replaced by organizational context as measured by 

institutional prestige. 

Other studies show that although there is some seleaivity in the type of individuals 

hired by prestigious institutions, such sdectivity is based not on prior productivity records, 

but on the prestige of the graduate school of origin (Crane, 1970; Long, Allison and 

McGinnis, 1979). In addition, there is no evidence that prestige of doctoral school is a 

better predictor of future productivity than is past performance record (Long, AUison and 

McGinnis, 1979). 
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Unfortunately, there is little evidence in the literature of how o ~ o n a t  

context influences productivityctivity Studies which use institutional prestige as their measure 

of organizational context cannot spscify which of the many aspeas presumably assochted 

with prestigious locations (e-g., greater resources and opportunities, fbvorable intellectual 

climates, stronger research emphases, higher reputations, and the like) have the key impact 

on productivity, or the mechanism by which these effects are transn[litted. 

Blau (1973) argues that structural characteristics such as institutiod affluence, 

size, doctorate-granting status, proportion of fkcuity with doctorate degrees, reputation 

and research emphasis influence research productivity indirectly by enabling an institution 

to attract fkculty with high research potential, and helping them to realiu these potentials 

once they have been recruited. A cadre ofhighly puali6ed hculty, in turn, meate a climate 

with high research emphasis and an intellectually stimulating environment which act as 

d y s t s  for individuals1 research involvement. Thus, according to Blau, it is the structural 

effkct of the superior colleague climate, most likely to prevail in large, affluent, doctorate 

granting institutioas, which is responsi'bIe for the high overall research productivity of the 

individuals located in these institutions- 

In addition to the focus on the effect of orgardzational context on productivity, 

changing demographics of American higher education in the 1970s and 19805, spurred 

researchers into exploring the relationship between productivity and variables such as age 

(e.g., Bayer and Dutton, 1977; Blackbum, Behymer and Hall, 1978; Lawrence, 1984) and 

gender (e.g., Blackburn, Behymer and Hdl, 1978; Reskin, 1978; Cole, J.R, 1979; 

Tmtvetter and Blackbum, 1990). 

Gender differences among faculty publication activity have been widely reported in 

the literature. Over 50 studies have demonstrated that women's publication record lags 

significantly behind that of men's (T~gutvetter and Blackbum, 1990). Explanations fiom 

psychologkal perspectives for gender differences in publication activity focus on fhctors 
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including diffetences in cognitive abilities @achtdd and Werner, 1970), research interests, 

motivational sources @elson, 1971; Blackburn and Lawrence, 1995) aud comtnitment to 

nomesearch roles such as teaching or child-rearing -ens, Lowell, M c k  and 

Reskin, 1978). However, empirical findings are mixed and inconclusive. 

In contrast, fkom a socioiogical paspective, others have argued that social 

conditions such as women's overwhelming conantraton in inferior institutional locations 

and in lower ranks (Blackburn, Behymer and Hd, 1978), dtxnrmna . . .  tory exclusion fiom 

opportunities (Smart, 1991), and social role e o n s  are more important explanntory 

factors. Again, results have been mixed. In terms of its predictive power in models of 

faculty productivity, however, although gender is a persistent variable, it consistently 

accounts for a very small percentage. 

Many researchers have found a bimodal, saddleshaped relationship between 

publication aaivity and age in several i&tutional settings and disciplinary contexts (e.g., 

Allison and Stewart, 1974; Bayer and Dutton, 1977; Blackbum, Behymer and Hall, 1978; 

Cole, 1979; Pelr and Andrews, 1976). Some scholars argue that the fluctuating 

reiationships between age and productivity are due to developmental differences with each 

developmental stage being characterized by M i  needs and f& of activity (Lcvinson 

et al., 1978). Such arguments appear to be indirectly supported by findings that fidty 

attitudes, profbond  interests and satirfiction vary with age (Baldwin and Blackbum, 

1981: 599). However, sinsince the findings are based on cross-sectional data, one cannot 

conclude that the difkences are due to changes with age rather tban cohort differences. 

Also, the finding that there are dEmmt shapes of productivity cunns under different 

conditions suggests strongly that age and productivity have no direst predictable 

relationship with each other unless other fkctors are also taken into account. 

Some fkctors which are direztly correlated with age are the individual's rank in the 

academic hierarchy, years of experience and tenure status. Numerous studies have shown 



faculty publishing activity to be related to career stage, as measured by nu& exprience or 

critical career events (e-g., Blackburn, Bebymer aud HA& 1978; Stumpf and Rabhowitz, 

198 1; Wanner, Lewis and Gregorio7 198 1; Blackbum, 1985). 

Career dmloprnedists argue that human development is a product of the 

interactioa between a person's psychological growth and the demands of the social 

envirooment (Hodgkhson, 1974: 264), both of which an argued to be contingent upon 

the career stage. As people go through the dBierent career stages, they experience 

changes in their needs, expectations, career concerns and goals, which, in tum, impact on 

their work behaviom and attitudes @a& 1976: 52-64). 

Empirical evidence to support the argument that fhdty at different stages in their 

career have different aeeds, goals and motivations is pasuasive. For example, Braskamp7 

Fowler and Ory (1982) report !indings that are very close to predictions &om the career 

stage perspective. SimilarIy, Baldwin and Blackbum (1981), based on in-depth interviews 

with 106 faculty members &om 12 American liberal arts colleges, report that there were 

Merences across career stages in the relative values placed by Wty on various 

professional activities, in their understandings of the operating procedures of the 

institution, in their seIf-perceptions of their abilities and in their sources of motivations. 

In a compelling aramiaetion of the relationship between structurat and 

psychological Won, their aSSOciatioa with career stage, and their relationship with 

behaviour, Glaser (1964) found that each career stage was characterized by a unique 

combination of organizatioaal conditions such as degm of autonomy, provision of 

adequate research f a t i e s ,  and opportunities for acquiring new skills, all provided to 

varying degrees as rewards for past achievement (p.72). In addition, persons at each 

career stage shared a unique set of caner coucuns. Glaser argues that the behavioural 

responses of each scientist depends on the scientist's past pedocmance, his perceptions of 

the particular set of organhional conditions linked to his career stage and his evaluation 
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oftheir relevaace in solving the concerns unique to his career stage. This argument takes 

into account individual attitudes and goals as wdl as the social context associated with an 

individual's level in the orgaaiZati011; its key concepts, thus, are similar to those proposed 

by the career stage thesis of humcm behaviour. 

Pelz and Andmws (1976), 80m their study of thee levels of scientists in 

development laboratories, also report that career stages are associated with particular 

combinations of individuals' needs and gods and their perceptions of the opportunities 

provided by the organization to Will their needs. 

Thus, career stage appears to be a critid factor upon which faculty attitudes, 

access to organhtional conditions and opportunities. and behaviours are contingent. The 

research indicates that it may be an importam analytical variable for unravelling the 

relationship between individual motives and organizational characteristics. However, 

review ofthe literatun also indicates that are few systematic research studies in this erea 

Another individual level variable wbich has been consistently found to be strongly 

related to productivity is past performance (for example, Cole and Cole, 1973; Blackburn 

and Havingh~f~f, 1979; Glaser, 1964; Long, Allison and McGinnis, 1979; Reskin, 1977; 

Long and McGinnis, 198 1). 

From a psychological perrpcctive, some researchers have argued that recognition 

of one's past pafomce maintains the motivation for h u e  research endeavors 

(Glaser, 1 %4:2O; Blackbum and Lawrence7 1995). Others. Eom a sociological approach, 

have argued, based on the ccaccumuIative advantagen thesis, that diffkrences in past 

performance lead to diffetential allocation of resources as rewards, and that these 

differences in access to resources lead to variations in & m e  productivity (Alison and 

Stewart, 1974). These researchers demonstrate that variation in publication activity 

increase with career age of the fbdty, and that there is greater inequality with age in the 

allocation of recognition and resowcesces 



However, despite its elegant analyses and widespread citation in the productivity 

Literature, there are a fiw flaws with the Allison aad Stewart analysis. First, it is a cross- 

sectional study and does not adequately address the possibility that productivity and 

resource inapulities may be inherent cohort characteristics rather than changes over time. 

Second, one of their key measures of resources and the only one which was found to 

mediate the relationship between career age and publication inepuality - time spent on 

research - is reatly a measure of behaviour tather than resource per se.' Third, although 

there is convincing evidence of association between productivity, resources and esteem 

with career age, there is no direct evidence that resources and esteem are indeed allocated 

on the basis of past produaivity rather than on the basis of: or in addition to, other 

criteria Gregorio, Lewis and Wanner (1982), for example, found that at least one of the 

rewards of perfomance, salary, was more strongly related to years of expexience and rank 

than to merit indicators such as the number of books or articles published. They also 

found that dary was s i g n i s d y  related to non-paformance variables such as gender, 

race, marital status and the number of dependents one had (p.499). 

Long and Mdjirmis (I98 1) suggest that past publication activity is associated with 

future productivity because scientists who are active publishers seek out environmental 

contexts in which such activity will continue to be rewarded, and therefore increase their 

chances of remaining productive in the future. According to this argument, then, resource 

accrual is not as passive a process as first appears to be on the basis of the accumulative 

advantage thesis. 

Although the literature is not clear about the mechanism by which past 

performance impacts on f h r e  productivity, nor about the extent of its influence in the 

'IbemonMLidmaarrrsofrr~omas-ddrrreprsh-ludruoccssatmggnrots- 
were famd to be positively related to gna age bat had no df& on pubiation imqdity: a finding 
that puts the sttcngth ofAlliJ0nrs and Stewart's thm's to qystion 
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face of other mapetkg fhctors such as organhioaal eontext, there is d c i e n t  empirical 

evidence that past paformance is an importaut variable that needs to be included in 

models of academic productivityaivity 

In summary, it is clear that under~bnding Wty behaviour requires addressing the 

interplay between individual characteristics on the one hd, and the impact of 

organizatonaf conditions on the other haad However, there are fcw solid theoretid 

attempts in the literature at explaining how organizational contexts and individual 

characteristics and differeuces are inter-related, and how these relationships influence 

faculty productivity. 

An outstanding exception to the above broad handed critique is Blackbum's and 

Lameace's (1995) model of faculty productivity, which is the most recent and the most 

integrated framework in the extant fhculty productivity titeratwe- It is based on a 

psychological explanation for diffetences in human motivation and bebauiour According 

to this model, sociademographic characteristics and career background aspects such as 

graduate school attended, rank, tenure and past productivity record, are the key causal 

variables related to individuals' self knowledge of attributes, interests, preferences, 

commitments and evaluations of seEcfliicacy. Based on motivation research, it is argued 

that these variables influence one's perceptions ofthe social or organizational environment 

(social knowledge). Social knowledge includes variables such as perceptions of support 

received from 00Ueagues and supervisors, material resources available, intellectual climate 

of the work place, and institutional prefkrences and vaIues- Motivation arises from the 

combination of one's self-knowledge and sacial knowledge, and madtests itself as 

behaviours, which in turn, lead to products (LC, the tangi'ble outcomes of one's 

behaviour). 

Test of the model on various institution types showed that the model was able to 

account for between 23% and 8096 of variation in Wty productivity depending on 
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institution type. The strongest predictors of nrmnt pubfication rates were the actual 

behaviours engaged in by the faculty, in particular7 the amount of time spent at research 

and at writing grmt proposalsS These, in turn, were most strongly influenced by the 

perceptions that the institution values competition, ambition aad research Of the self 

knowledge variables, belief in on& as a competent researcher was the strongest 

predictor of how one perceived the organidon Although self knowiedge and social 

knowledge variables had little dire!ct impact on publication rates, their influence occuned 

indirectly via their impact on grant involvement and research imrolvement In addition, 

cumulative past pedomance was also a wnsistdy strong predictor of armnt 

publication rate. 

The test ofthe Blackbum and Lawrence (1995) model of fhculty productivity has 

demonstrated its applicabiIity to all institutional types and its ability to tease out potentially 

salient f;ictors and their relationships under Wient conditions- On the other hand, there 

is a nagging problem with the model with respect to the placement of the self knowledge 

and the social knowledge constructs relative to each other. Self knowledge is placed 

antecedent to social howledge. The authors argue that d t s  f?om cognitive motivation 

research indicate that: 
individuals' understandings of themselves (e-g-, their &-assessed 
competence7 personality diJpositions, eflticacy) predict how they perceive 
their environments (e-g., norms, resources) more hquently than 
environmental perceptions pndict this selfknderstanding (Kmk aad 
Ackerman, 1974; Wigfield and Btaskamp7 198S)? (p.27) 

Blackburn's and Lawrence's intqretiation of Bandura's theory of self-efficacy 

(p.24) suggests that seIf4cacy is a product of the fmtures of the task as well as the 

individual's evaluation of the social context in which it is embedded, in particular, the 

resources required to complete the task and ease of access to them This suggests that 
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part of social knowledge infirms seff4cacy. Since Blackbum and Lawrence place seK 

efficacy as one of the variables within the construct of self knowledge, it would appear 

that self knowledge, or at least that part of it which is dependent on perceptions of 

e x t e d  wnditioas, should follow social bowkdge in the causal sequence rather than 

precede it. 

This argument is based on what is an apparent logical inconsistency in the model 

given how the scholars have chosen to define their constructs. However, it is also possible 

to argue on theoretical grounds for the causal influence of social conditions on the 

developmeat of one's interests and dispositious and on the evaluations of one's capabilities. 

This is precisely wbat sociahation theory does. 

In contrast to cognitive motivation hneworks which posit that individuals' 

understanding of themselves influence how they perceive their enviroments, and 

subsequently, their behaviour (Blackburn aad Lawrence, 1995: 27), socialization theory 

~~ggests that the environmental context plays the key role in the development of an 

individual's characteristics and subsequent behaviour 

Occupational socialization theorists argue that organidom influence workers' 

perceptions and subsequent behaviom through soclalrzatl - .  'on, a process by which 

individuals moving from one rob to another acquire the skills, knowledge, values and 

dispositions that make than functional members of their new social group (Van Maanen 

and Schein, 1979). 

Although there are no systematic tests ofthe sacialization thesis with respect to its 

applidllity to h d t y  productivity, the literature does provide indirect support for the 

s o c i ~ t i o n  arguments by identaying as empirically important conapts similar to those 

proposed by socialization theorists (e.g., degree of freedom and autonomy, coordination, 

communication among colleagues, and opportunities for profeJsonal growth and higher 

status) (Pek and Andrews, 1976). 
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Empirically, there is also evidence that graduate school, argued to be a critical 

socializing environment for those embarking upon an academic career, has a si@cant 

impact on one's later productivity levels (Crane, 1965; Reskin, 1979; Long, 1978). In 

particular, the influences of productive mentors (Reskin. 1979; Long, 1978). and 

professionai cofleagues (Corwm and Clark, 1984) have been identified as potential 

predictors of future publication aaivity- Similarly, Lawrence and Blackbum (1985) report 

differences in the productivity levds and the perceived importance of research activities 

across three cohorts of fadty members, suggesting tbat the differences are due to the 

different s o d m h  
f .  'on experiences of the different cohorts. 

In addition, Blau's (1973) study which incorporated both structural and individual 

level variables, found tbat &dty perceptions of research obligations were most strongiy 

influenced by perceptions of institutional preferences and by colleagues' emphasis of 

research activities rather than by the individual's own level of mining and interests. These 

findings suggest that maab t~  
. . 

'on may be a possible explanation for these differences. 

Thus, although there are no systematic, &ezt tests of the role of sociali;rrttion in fBculty 

productivity beyond those focusing on the impact of the graduate school attended, the 

empirical evidence does provide much indirect support for the socialization thesis. 

In conclusion, review of the literature suggests that thae is a complex relationship 

among the detffminants of fkculty publication activity- It is clear that explanations of 

hdty productivity need to address the interplay between individucrl characteristics and 

organizational fhtors; acplanations based solely on individvd characteristics, such as the 

sacred spark thesis, or those based solely on strudunl factors, such as the accumulative 

advantage thesis, are unable to satkfktorily id- the complex mechanism by which 

fadty  publication bebaviour is determined- There is also strong evidence for the causal 

effect of organizational conditions on individual perceptions and behaviour- One of the 

fhmeworlrJ which incorporates both individuals' characteristics and their perceptions of 
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organizatioaal fkctors is the socialization tbesis. Unfortunately, apart fkom research 

emmining the impact of one's graduate school there are no methodologically sound 

studies in the literature which approach the -on of f d t y  publication aaivity 

explicitly 60m this perspective. However, there is much empirid evidence which 

indirectly suppons this thesis, suggesting that a well concepualized and systematic insuiry 

in this direction might be fruitful. L addition, the literature suggests that career stage 

may be a fhitfbl locus for unravelling what is c 1 d y  a complex nlatiomhip between the 

various determinants of fkculty productivityctivity 



CaAPTERTHREE 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

~ I Z A T I O N ~ O R K  

Sociahation is generally defined as the process by wbich persons acquire the 

skills, knowledge and dispositions that make them fimctional members of their society. Its 

purpose is to give persons adequate knowledge of the behaviour and values expected of 

them as members of the group, the ability to meet these role prescriptions and to hold the 

appropriate values, and the motivation to behave appropriately in pursuit of the designated 

values (Brim, 1966). 

There are many specific types of socialization processes depending on when or 

where they occur and the nature of their substantive contents (e.g., childhood 

socialization, adult socialization (Brim, 1966) and occupational socialization (Van Maanen 

and Schein, 1979)). The socialization thesis is based on Mead's theory of the development 

of self-identity through social i n t d o n  It is argued thaf as members of social groups, 

individuals strive for recognition aud approval h m  others in the group, and attempt to 

gain these by learning and conforming to the norms and values within the group (Van 

Maanen and Schein, 1979). Over time, these group norms become imernalized and create 

a host of one's own standards and e o n s  by wbich one is motivated- The degree to 

which one's specific behaviom conform to the norms of a given reference group, whether 

it be the immediate group or a more distant one, will depend on the demands for such 

behaviour by the group, and the priority giwn to this reference group by the individual 

@rins 1966). 



Thus, socialization needs to be understood by: 

reference to the individual's perceptions of himself and his behaviouf, and 
of the social o r p i d o n  in which he lives. W e  should be interested in the 
kinds of people he says are of greatest significance to him, in what he 
thinks others expect him to do, and in what they tbhk of his @ormanas. 
We should also how ifhe accepts what others prescrii for him as right 
and legitimate, or whether he thinks t&ir acpectations are unfhir- We 
should b o w  much about his reiationships, as he sas them, to the 
significaat others - whether he likes them, trusts them, thinks they are 
consistent in their behaviour, whether the relationship is of long or short 
duration, and so on- (Brim, 1966: 8) 

Socialization within the organbtional context depends on the organizationfs 

capacity to provide clear paformance norms, its a b i i  to provide opportunities for 

members to meet these norms, and its ability to selectively reward members' behaviours. 

These, in turn, are determined by orgaoizational goals, degree of participation in goal- 

setting by organilational members, social composition of members, degree of interaction 

between members, degree of commitment of members to the organization as opposed to 

the external community, and differences in the o v d  organizational climate (Wheeler, 

1966). The organizational capacities tog- with individualsf knowledge of the norms 

and demands of their roles, and their abilities and motivations to meet organizational 

demands, mediate the process by which given combiitions of individual and 

organilrrtional characteristics result in any particular socialization outcome. 

Socializa~on and career stage 

Schein (1971) argues that SOCiBliZ8tion within the organization occurs primarily in 

co~ection with passage through hierarchical or inchsion boundaries associated with 

changes in cares stage. The individual is argued to be most vulnerable to socialization 

pressures just prior to boundary passage because the anxiety to sucassfirlly move through 

the boundary motivates him or h a  to leam and conform to organizatonal norms and 

values. The impact of socialization, &us, is at a umximum at this time, contin-uing for 
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some time after passage. For the same reason, the socialization process is more prevalent 

during the early stages ofthe career tban a f k  the individual has ban fully accepted by the 

organhittion- 

Thus, based on Schein's arguments, one may expect that for Wty members, 

vulnerability to organizational ooaalrzatl . .  . on processes will be vay strong for assistant 

professors, and lecturers and instructors still waiting for their first regular appointments. 

The impact of socialhtion would be expected to drop soon after promotion f%om 

assistant prof-r to associate professor, and then rise again in anticipation of tenure! or 

promotion to fbll professor. In contrast, the Wumce of the organization on the individual 

would be expected to be weak for fkll profkssofs or associate professors who fed that 

they are no longer likely to be promoted to full professorial ranks. 

Synthesis of Brim's and Whder's theses (1966) with Schein's career stage scheme 

(1 971) results in s conceptual model which incorporates cans stage as a key contingency 

within the socialization fhnework (Figure 3.1). 

w w  . . 'on Framework Incorporating Career S w  



The key arguments are: First, stntcaual and cultural conditiom in an organization 

determine the o ~ o n ' s  capacities to provide clear nonns, adequate opportunities and 

appropriate rewards to its members for meting these nonns. Second, these norms and 

values are traasmitted to individuals via socialilsrtion, a cognitive psychological process 

through which individuals, strhhg for recognition and approval &om the group to which 

they belong, learn and conform to the nonns and values within the group. The 

socialization process influences individuals' understandings of the orpkational norms, 

their own assessments of their abilities, and their motivations. Third, the strength of the 

process depends on the individual's career stage. Fourth, the outcomes of socialization 

also depend on individuals' o m  backgrounds and characteristics such as their level of 

commitment to the orgauizatioa 

Socirlb.tion thesis in contrast to structpnl arguments 

The central positioning of individuals' consdous awareness and knowledge of (i) 

the organization's norms, (ii) their ability to meet the role demands, and (iii) their 

motivations to do so, as part of the intervening mechanism through which sodalization 

impacts on individual behaviour serves to distinguish the s m a h t ~  
. * .  

on thesis @om purely 

structural perspectives- According to structuralists1 structural anditions have a 

determining influence on individual bebaviour independently of the individual's 

consciousness. Furthennore, structuralists would argue that any e f f i  that individd self- 

wnsciousness might have on individual behaviour is trivial compared to the direct & i s  

of structural variables. 

One of the issues which arises from this is the question of whether individuals' 

perceptions of organitationat context (ie., the subject&? reality) are an acauate reflection 

of the objective reality @a, the reality which exists independently of individualsw 
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perceptions). By raising this issue, my intent is not to open a Pandora's box of a long- 

ranging and complex philosophical debate which is adthr of interest to, nor within the 

scope oc the present inquiry.. Howewr, a thorough asesmmt of the maaht~  . .  
'on thesis 

versus the structural position reqykes that the concepts aad variables suggested by both 

schools of thought be incorporated in the theoretical model; i ts equally thorough empirical 

counterpart should include appropriately measured variables (e-g., as seff-reported 

perceptions for the Soci8lization camp, and as independent, aggregated assessments for the 

structural camp). Blau (1973), for example, separates the responses for each variable by 

organization, sums them and obtains the average score on each variable for each 

organization. These then save as appropriate s a ~ c ~ d  measures for the various 

organhationaf variables. 

For the present study, the data are based on selfkqort surveys with w access to 

information regarding the spec& institutional location of each respondent. Thus, it is not 

possible to derive structural measures in the manner adopted by Blau (1973). Due to this 

limitation, for the purposes of the present study it will be assumed tbat there is no 

difference between individuals' perceptions of organizational conditions and the actual 

reality. The key test of the soaaiuatl . . 'on thesis would thdore  be determined by whether 

organizational context has a direct impact on individual behaviour, or whether this impact 

is mediated, as the sociabation thesis would require, by individuals' self-perceptions of 

their abilities and motivations 

TE~EORETICAL MODEL 

The theoretical model for this study integrates the above synthesized socialization 

h e w o r k  (Figure 3.1; page 20) with key empirical findings of previous faculty 
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productivity studies. The essumptions underlying this model Figure 3.2; page 24) are 

that: 

1. Academic institutions vary with respect to how much they d u e  and encourage 

productive behaviour amwg their faarlty. These vaziations caa be found betwesn 

u n i v d e s  as well as across disciplhes and departments within the same university. 

2. Academic btitutions vary with respect to the types of productive behaviours they 

encourage among their fBcultyty Some settings may encourage excellence in teaching 

or comrrrrmity Service and 0th- may focus on research activities. 

3. Scholarly productivity, as m d  via the number of books and articles published, is 

most likely to r d t  from research activities. 

Each of the components in the model contains a set of conceptually related variables. 

The arrows in Figure 3.2 (page 24) represent the expected causal relationships between 

the components. The specific relationships between any two variables each subsumed 

within two different components will depend on the specific combination of variables 

invoived -5 

Due to the limitations of the mcas~la available in cbt dataset, not all the variables suggested in the 
theoretical model will be included in the actual empirical anal* 



-ge, site, l e o a ,  m ~ m ~ ,  goals, values, rcsoufcts, opportrmities, rewards, 
climate 



Definitions and plactmtnts of constructs 

Behavioutal Outcomes 

Sehavioural Outcomes represents the ultimate dependent component in this model 

within which there are two sub-cornponents: Activities and Productivity. Based on 

Blackburn's and Lawrence's (1995) findings, productivity of Wty members is expected 

to be a direct result of the types of acthities they choose to engage in. Produ- . * is 

defined as the tangible outputs produd by fkulty during a given period of their 

profbonal careers, and is restricted to include products such as scholarly publications in 

the form of journal articles and books. Activih are d&ed as the range of behaviours 

faculty normally engage in to a n y  out their academic duties. These generally include 

research, teaching and service to the community. Faculty members who choose to engage 

in research activities are expected to be more likely to produce scholarly publications than 

faculty who focus on teaching or sewice roles. 

Based on the arguments of the socialization fiamework, the types of activities 

faculty choose to engage in are expected to be largely a direct result of their values, 

standards of performance, attitudes and imerests. The latter, in turn, are expected to be 

determined by Wty members' perceptions of the structural and cultural coaditions of 

their immediate work environment. 

Professional Self 

Professional Self is defined as individuals' perceptions of their role-tiom 

and their understandings of their own ab'ities and motivations. Included within this 

compoaeat are variab1es such as profeSsonal values, interests, goals, standards of 

performance, seIf-evaluations of one's career progress and the individual's attachment to 

the local environment and the discipline at large. 
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The Professional Self component represents the key link between an individual's 

perceptions of the structural and cultural conditions of the orpimion and the behaviours 

ensuing in response to these conditions. This rndkthg wmponeat distiaguishes the 

socialization fimework fiom more structural approaches which would trivialize the 

intervening role played by this component, and focus more on the direct relationship 

betwan organktional conditions and behavi~ws~ Following the hesfilcturalists, it is 

expected that organidobal conditions may have a direct impact on behaviour 

independent of the socialization process, for example, when there are simply no resources 

availabie to conduct research even though the organization may try to inculcate these 

values in its members. However, this direct effect is expected to be weak compand to the 

indirect link via the ProfeSSonal Self component. 

The socialization framework also suggests that not only would various aspects of 

the professional sdf be determiLled by pnaptions of conditions in one's arnent 

organhtional location, but would also carry over the influences of one's previous social 

and academic background especially in the very early stages of the career before the 

organization has had the opportunity to instill its iafluence. Thus, a direct relationship is 

expected between the components of Professional Self and Individual Background for 

individuals in the early career stages, and a considerably weaker relationship is expected 

between these two components for individuals who have been in the organitaton for a 

relatively longer period 

Perceived Orogluza~Con&tm~ . * . . 

This component represents iudividuals' perceptions of structural and cultural 

aspects of the immediate work emiroment, in most cases, the departmental conditions. 

Variables to be inchded in this component include ficulty members' understanding of their 

departmental norms and values, perceived opportunity structures and resources available, 
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and the apparent inteUectual climate of& department. Aspects of& component are 

expected to be strongly dated to the Rof&od Selfvariables during the career stages 

where socialization is likely to be strong (j-e., when the ficulty member is eager to 

establish a fwtholld, or advance, within the organization). 

Individual B a c w  

This component subsumes within it all those aspects of the individual's background 

which include the sociodemographic characteristics as well as characteristics of the 

individual's academic career. Career B a c b o d  is d h e d  as encompassing all those 

aspects which together provide an historical account of a faculty member's career in 

academia. These aspects may include f'actofs such as the quality of the graduate school 

attended, the highest degree earned, the discipbmy field, the length of Service, the quality 

of the current plaa of employment, the current rank and tenure status, and past 

performance record. Research has shown that all these fkctors affect, to varying degrees, 

current productivity. 

Social stratification studies and empirical findings in the fBculty literatwe suggest 

that Saciodemo~)lic Charactenshcs . . such as gender, ethnicity and socioeconomic status 

of family of origin of@ detemine the academic opportunities available to individuals. 

The structural conditions which are associated with f d e  faculty members, for example, 

are often quite Merent from those ficed by their male counterparts. Socidernographic 

characteristics have been shown to play an important role in determining the career paths 

and backgrounds of faculty members. 

Thus, these background variables are important antecedents to the types of 

organizations in which faRlty members find themselves located, and need to be included 

in the model as controls in order to reveal some of the more complex relationships 

expected in the latter half of the model. In their own right, however, based on 
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socialization arguments it is expected that individuals' social and career backgrounds win 

influence, albeit weally, fBcufty members' current behaviour by virtue of having shaped 

individuals' values¶ priorities and interests independently o f  the sodking influence o f  the 

immediate work environment. In particular, it is expected that this relationship will be 

noticeable in situations where the m d m t ~  * .  
'on pressures of the cumat environment have 

not yet had their influence (e-g., when the individual is very new to the department), or in 

organizations where the culture is too weak and ambiguous to have any influence over the 

individual, 

General hypotheses 

The exact nature of the strength and direction of the relationships between the 

various components in the model will depend on the specific combinations of variables 

being examined. In general, it is expected that there will be a retadonship between 

individuals' paceptions of the demands and oppoxtunities of their respective organizations7 

and the comsponding activities engaged in by individuals in response to these demands. 

In particular, it is expected that individuals working in departments that appear to them to 

emphasize teaching over research activities, wiU be more Likely to engage in the former 

rather than the latter behaviourUT 

The relationship between perceived organktional conditions and behaviowal 

outcomes is expected to be directed largely via the influence that perceived organizational 

conditions have in shaping aspects of one's professional self The strength of this 

relationship will depend on the individual's career stage and locus of commitment, and is 

hypothesized to be stronger for individuals in the early stages of their careers or those 

anticipating promotion in the near fiture¶ and for those individuals more strongly attached 

to the immediate organitsrtion, In contrast, for individuals who are not vulnerable to the 

sociahation pressures of the organization (e.g., ficulty who have attained the rank of fX 
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professor, or individuals whose wmmifments are not restricted to the immediate 

organidod environment), it is expected that their behaviom will be ddermined largely 

by their own set of interests, norms and values. 

F i i y ,  it is expected that productivity, as measured via scholarly pdhtions,  will 

be greatest for those individuals working in en.nmenns whose ad- appears to 

support, and whose structure seems to provide oppottunities for e n e g  in research 

activities. Such environments may be found in departments which seem to place high 

value on research activities by providing their members with research oppoRunities and 

rewards, and which seem to have a superior inteflectual climate in terms of the calibre of 

its f h l t y  and graduate students. 

Summary: Strengths and weaknesses of the throrttid modd 

The primary strengrh ofthe proposed theoretical model lies in its internon of key 

characteristics which have been identified as important by the empirical literature: 

individuals' perceptions of the structural and cultural fiatures of their work environments; 

individuals' assessments of their role-expectations, interests, ababies and motivations; and 

variables related to individuals' backgrounds such as sociodemographic characteristics and 

career- This allows the investigator to examine simultaneously the relative effens of these 

sets of variables as well as the nature of their inter-relationships and combined effects. The 

strength of the model also lies in its solid theoretical foundatioq the sdectio~, placemat 

and proposed relationships between wnstnrcts are derived fiom a sound theoretical 

position and based on tested empirid grounds. Of equal importance, the streagth of this 

model lies in its emphasis on aramining publication activity separately for fkculty at 

diEerent career stages. This acknowledges the complexity of the phmommon uada 

investigation and has the potentid for providing a deeper understanding of the problem. 
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The weakness of the mode1 lies in its omission ofmany other possible influenas of 

productivity at both the macro and the micro levels. At the macro level, for example, it 

neglects attention to the influences of broader social contiagencies such as d o d  or 

international pdicies on the type of research that is emphasized and fimded. At the micro 

level, this model negiects attention to the influence of fictors such as personal health and 

family obligations. Similarly, the model does not acknowledge the vay strong possibility 

of feedback & i s  between cumnt perfoimance and continued productivi~, it is, in this 

sense, a static and not a dynamic model of productivity. The reasom for not attempting to 

attain this level of comprehensiveness are f m s  and parsimony. M y  purpose is to test the 

applicability of a particular theoretical hmework to the phenomenon under study. By 

incorporating the key theoretically suggested variables as well as those i d d e d  as 

empiricaily important, I believe that I have achieved a satidkctory l d  of 

comprehensiveness without losing focus ofthe purpose ofthe study. Similarly, it is in the 

interests of parsimony that I have elected to omit variables which I believe will have 

relatively little to wdn'bute. 



RESEARCH DESIGN 

DATA 

The data used for tbis study were obtained Born the Academic Profession in 

Caaada m e y  conducted in 1985 by the Iastitute for Social Research, York University6 

Although dated, the use of tbis database for the purposes of this study is justified given 

that it is the only available source of information r w d i n g  the activities, perceptions, 

preferences and attitudes for a national sample of Canadian fkcdty. 

SAMPLE 

From a survey population of all firll-time teaching staff at 52 Canadian universities 

(approx. 30,701), the Institute for Social Research systematically selected a sample of 

10,3 12 faculty members, stratified by university size and r Jon7 From this sample, 5,2 17 

completed questionnaires were received to compile the database on which the present 

study win be based, representing an overall response rate of5 1%. 

The sample for the present study is restricted to individuals working on a fbll-time 

basis at the current institution, without having a regular appointment elsewhere. Of the 

5,217 respondents in the AatIIhase, 5,060 W e d  tbis requirement. Based on 

sociodemograpbic characteristics and career background firctors, the Wty members in 

PrincipaL Investigator, lot Lempnts, Dcpc of Sociology, GlmdPn College, Yo& University. The 
database is archind for public use, and a cupy was o b h d  with prmission &om tbc I SR 
A detailed description of the sampiixtg rod data collaction pmadma, response M and weighting 
schemes, and tbt ori- qucstionnaife can be obtained fiom Tbt Iastitnte for Social Research, York, 
Ontario. The targct poprlation did not iacluk dmkistntivc ulrccutivts W n d  the position of 
department- 





Untenured instructors, lecturers and assistaat professors were classified as bekg in 

the first stage of the academic career (~839). Within the academic hierarchy, these ranks 

represent the lowest rungs, and the usual starting points for those begimhg a career in 

academia The second career stage includes tenured assistant professors and untenured 

associate professors (114662). These individuals have passed through the first importam 

organizational boundary - that of being granted tenure or of being awarded a higher rank8 

Theoretically, socialization effects are expecfed to be strong for these two groups. 

The next 3 career stages consist of those individuals who are temued associate 

profisson In contrast to those who are in the second career stage, tenured associate 

professors have passed through two critical orgmkationaI boundaries - attaining both 

tenure and associate professorship. Theoretically, those who have been receatly promoted 

to this stage are expected to be less vulnerable to the pressures of socialhtion than those 

in the earlier stages. In accordance with the career development theorists and their 

empirical findings (e.g., Braskamp, Fowla and Ory, 1982), it is expected that the new 

found security of these individuals will encourage them to perhaps try ciifkent 

professional pursuits than those emphasind by the organitaton for promotional purposes. 

However, as time passes, and these individuals begin anticipating and preparing for 

promotion to the level of full professor, it is expected that they will, once again, become 

vulnerable, and respoasive, to the organktiona.1 demands. Finally, then are those 

individuals who remain associate professon for a long time, some for the rest of their 

careers - either because they have been passed over for promotion or are not interested in 

advancing beyond their m e w  position. It is expected that they will be the least likely of 

often diffier in whethr tanre or promotion the first bundary passage. 
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ail the associate professors to fecl pressured by the orpnhtional demands. These phases 

are conceptualized in this study as 3 separate care!er stage levels. 

Examination of the time that t e n d  associste professors have spent in their 

w e n t  position reveals that the middle 5% of the sample bas been there between 4 and 

11 years, with the mode being 6 years. This suggests that promotion to the full professor 

level in this sample probably occurs between 7 to 11 yean after attahhg the rank of 

associate professor. Thus, it is Likely that 4 to 5 years after reaching the associate 

professor level, most individuals begin preparing for promotion possibilities. Based on 

these data, the sample is divided into three stages as follows: Career stage three consists 

of tenured associate professors who have spent four years or less in their current position 

(n=509); stage four comprises individuals who have been tenured associate professors for 

5 to 10 years (n=717); and stage five contains all those individU81S who are probably M y  

to remain associate professors for a long time 61, those who have already spent 11 years 

or more in this position) (n3482). 

The final career stage, stage six, consists of those individuals who have attained 

I1I and highest membership in the academic orgakution, fbll professors with tenure 

(n=1774). Theoretically, this group is expected to be the least likely to be vulnerable to 

the organizational demands, and thus, to demonstrate a weak relationship between the 

components of Perceived UrganizationaI Conditions and Prof&onal Self 

M E A s U R E m  

The variables for each of the componmts in the model are measured as descflied 

be10w.~ Where scales are used to measure variables with multiple indicators, item analyses 

were conducted to ensure that criteria for internal cansistmcy are met. Where multiple 
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dimensions existed, principal components factor analysis using varimax rotation was 

performed to identi@ the underlying dimensions a d  to help strramline the measures. 

Missing data, both systemmissing and those assigned as user-missing (e-g-, response 

"unable to judgen or "not applicable"), were mrefblly smtmd 
- * 

for each variable- No 

systematic distribution of missing values was readily apparent. System and userdefmed 

missing have been treated in different ways for each variable depending on substantive and 

statistical implications. Generally, for scales, missing values in each scale item were 

replaced with the modal or mean categories for that item to avoid the danger of having too 

many discarded responses for the swnmated scale.1° For single item measures of 

variables, missing values were discarded during analysis. 

Sociodemographic characteristics 

Sociodanographic variables examined are age, gender, socioeconomic status of 

M y  of origin ( M y  SES) and marital status. &g is obtained by subtracting the 

respondent's stated year of b i i  fiom 1986, since the survey was conducted in the first 

half of 1986. Gender, socioeconomic status of family of origin and marita status are 

obtained directly from the answers given by the respondents. Gender is coded as "male" 

or " f d e " .  Familv SES is obtained fkom the question "How would you characterize the 

socioeconomic status of your family when you were about 16 years old?", and is coded 

&om "poorw (1) to "wealthy" (7). Marital dPglq is coded as "manied" or "not married" 

(including divorced, widowed). 

Career background 

Hinhest demee earned is coded as (1) First proftssonal degree, bachelor's degree 

or less, (2) Master's degree or post-graduate pro fbond  diploma, and (3) PhD. or 
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equivalent. Field of discinline is based on the current department in which the main 

teaching appointment is held. The original database has 111 diffamt department types 

coded. These were collapsed into 5 brood categories: (1) mathematical and natural (pure) 

sciences, (2) social sciences, (3) humaaities, (4) fine and pecfonning arts, and (5) 

p r o f b o n d  fields, which includes law, all health professions, business, engineers, 

architects, education and social work. Years ofewerience is the number of years in total 

employed on a full-time basis in higher educatiotl, Senioritv is the number of years 

employed on a full-time basis at the m e a t  insthion 

Past paformace refm to the total number of the following published during the 

lifetime prior to the past three yean, based on respondent' =If-reported estimates: 

scholarly books, single author, joint author or editor, and scholarly chapters or articles in 

refeeed or n o n - r e f d  books or journals. No attempt was made to weigh these different 

types of publications. The frequency distribution of this variable was very highly 

positively skewed, with mode at zero. For path analysis, to meet the assumption of 

normality, a log transformation of the variable was used instead of the raw scare, 

whereby: tradsformed score = 1 + loglo(score + 0.1). The logarithm fiction helps to 

better approximate a normal di~~butioa; the addition of 0.1 to the count eliminates the 

awkwardness of dealing with the log of zero (minus infillity) without substantively 

affiecting the count; and the addition of 1.0 to the logarithm transformation eliminates 

negative scores without changing the relative order of the respondents with respect to 

their productivity? 

Adapted bmm Pelz and lSldrewr (1976: 274). 
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Perceived organizational conditions 

This cornponeat represents the individual's perceptions of the structural and 

cultural aspects of the immediate work mviroment As far as possible, the measues for 

variables in this construct are restricted to the departmental context- 

Deoartment size is measured by the number of firll-the, regular members in the 

department- Perceived institutional dues are measured by asking how important each of 

the following fktors the respondent thinks they are in making tenure decisions at the 

university: teaching &ectiveness, scholarly publications and Setvice. Importance of 

teachinn eftectiveness and importance of scholarly pubficatio~ are each measured by 

single items, scored "not at all important" (1) to " v q  important" (7). I m ~ ~ r t m c e  of 

s e ~ c e  is measwed by the sum of three items: 0 service to the university (administration 

and committee work), (ii) professional service to discipline and wider academic 

community, and (&i public scrvice to external community (lectu~er, expert, coasultant). 

Scores for the summated scale range &om 3 to 21 (r = 0.445 to 0.627; Cronbach Alpha = 

0.7553p 

Percdwd resources available is measured by summing the scores for assessments 

of  10 different types of resources or f k i k i e s  available at the university: (i) basic research 

equipment/ instruments, (ii) laboratory space, (i i l  availability of research assistants, (iv) 

basic computer fbcilities, (v) classroom space, (vi) office space, (vii) wmtarial support, 

(viii) liirary holdings, (ix) travel h d s  for hculty, and (x) banal research funds 

(Cronbach Alpha = 0.7918). Scores for the sunrmated d e  mge from 10 ("very pooru on 

all counts) to 70 ("very good" on all counts). 

Various aspects of the perceived organitational climate are examined, some at the 

departmental level, others for the university as a whole. The deoartment's ~erceived 

l2 Generally, alpha should be at least 0.70 to Codemol l r t ra tc  intenralaasisteacy (NunnaUy, 11978) 
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student a- is measured by a single item regarding the department's undergraduate 

student quality7 coded "very poor" (1) to "vay goodu (7). The &martmeat's perceived 

intellectual atmos~h-cg and dwartment's uerceived fhdtv mode are each measured by a 

single item, coded "very poor" (1) to 'very goodm (7). 

At the w e r s h y  level, perceived mtm~onal D . . .  
-ride is measured by "There is a 

strong sense of institutional pride at this university" (I=stfon@y disagrw7 7=mongly 

agree); perceived sense of identity is measured by "This institution lacks a clear sense of 

identityy a faling of shared purpose and mission" (I=strongly agree, ?=strongly &age); 

perceived fkculty involvement is measured via "Lack of Wty involvement is a real 

problem at this university" (l=stron@y agree, 7=strongly disagree); and perceived ficuIty 

Iovalty is measured by "Although fidty may criticize certain practices, most seem to be 

very loyal to this institutionw (l=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree). 

Perceived administrative auaiitv is measured by the sum of five items: (i) 

"Communication between the hdty and the administration leaves much to be desiredn 

(l=strongly agree, 7-strongly disagree); (ii) "Generally, the toglevel administrators at this 

university an providing compaent leadership" (l=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree); 

(ii) "The adminiseation encourages faarlty initiative" (1-strongly disagree, 7=strongly 

agree); (iv) "Faculty at this university are given the feeling that their contributions are 

appreciated by the admrmsrm . . 
tion" (l=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree); and (v) "The 

administration at this institution strongly supports academic fieedomf' (l=strongly 

disagree, 7=strongly agree). Scores for the summated scale range !%om 5 to 35, with 

higher scores indicating a greater perception of superior university administration (r = 

0.333 - 0.653; Cronbach Alpha = -83 19). 

Perceived teaching o~wrtunities is measured by: "Satisfiction with your 

opportunity to teach the courses of your choice" (1= very dissatisfied, 7=very satisfied). 

Perceived research opportunities is measured by: "SatisfMon with your o p p o d t y  to 
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actually pursue your research interestsw (I= very dissatisfied, 7-ery satisfied). Perceived 

p-portunities is measured by the sum of three items: "As an individual 

fBculty member, how much opportunity do you have to influence the polides of your (i) 

department, (ii) fdty,  and (fi) univasity" (I= no opportunity at all, 5=a great deal). 

Scores for the summated scale range fkom "no opportunity at all" (3) to "a gnat deal" (15) 

(r = 0.332 to 0.632; Croabach Alpha = 0.7443).13 

In addition, how the respondents' fed about their workloads compared to their 

perceptions of their colleagues' workloads is meamred. Comparative teachina load is 

measued by response to the question "On average, how does your regular teaching load 

compare to that of most of your departmental cokagues?" Com~arative administrative 

load is measured by the question "How does your administrative and committee load - 
compare to that of most of your departmental colleagues?" Responses are coded: "much 

heavier" (5); "heavier" (4); "about the samem (3); "fightern (2); and "much lighter" (1). 

Organizations and orghtional conditions constantly change over the yeus. The 

database used for this study has information for perceptions of departmental changes in 

the past five years for the following aspects: teaching Loads, faculty mode, student 

quality, enrollment and proportion of undergraduate majors, emphasis oa research 

performance and emphasis on teaching performauce, About 20% of the sample did not 

respond to this section because they had not been at the current institution for at least five 

yws; these respondents were eliminated fiom the analysis. 

Perceived changes in student demands is measured by the sum of four items: total 

undergraduate enrollment, proportion of undergraduate majors, teaching load/hours, and 

teaching load/class size. The summated score ranges &om 4 to 28, with higher scores 

l3 Factor analysis rrnakd two domiDMt baors: (i) teaching and rc~catch apportunities, and (ii) policy- 
influence. I am retaining teaching and research qportmitics as scparatt variab1es due to their 
substantive -0b 
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indicating perceived increase in student demands over the past five years; all four items 

loaded on the same fktor. Pacdnd chaane in fimltv morale is rne8sued by a single 

item coded "very large decreasew (1) to "very large increaseu ('7). Perceived chan~es in 

research berformance and perceived chanpes in teaching paformsul~ are each measured 

by single items respeaively, with scores ranging from "vay large decrease'' (1) to "very 

large increasen (7). 

Profmional self 

This component indudes measures of the faculty members' own interests, values, 

career evaluations, their sources ofselfcJtcem, locus of attachment, and their assessments 

of the time they spend on various academic activities compared to their colleagues. 

Interests are measured by asking the respondents how much they enjoy various 

aspects of profesSonal activities: teaching, research, and administratioa AN items are 

coded "not at all enjoy" (1) to *wry highly enjoy" (7). T e a c w  rnterest . . is measured by a 

single item Research interest is measured by the sum of two items: "working on a specific 

research problem( artistic project" and "presenting results of research publicatiod adstic 

performances." on merest is measured by the sum of two items: 

"involvement in departmental affairs" and "involvement in university a!Eh." The 

summated scores range f3om 2 to 14. 

Personal values are measwed by asking separately how important each of the 

following fkctors should be in makiog tenure decisions at the university: teaching 

effectiveness, scholarly publications and d c e  Personal value of teaching dktiv- 
t * and g e ~ s o d  value of scholarlv D- are each measured by single items, scored 

&om "not at all important" (1) to 'vay importantn (7). P-nal value of semi- is 

measured by the sum of three items: (i) savice to the university (administration and 

comndttet work), (i) professional service to discipline and wider academic community, 
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and (iii.7 public service to e x t e d  community (lecturer, expert, consultant). Scons for the 

summated scale .range fkom 3 to 21 (r = 0.384 to 0.645; Cronbach Alpha = 0.7325). 

The academics' =rent sources of seIf-esteem are measured by asking, in turn, 

"In tenns of your seIfksteem as an academic, how important is it to you: 0 to be 

respected by your students, 0 to be respected by your departmental colleagues, (E) to be 

respected within your university, (iv) to be known and respected in your discipline at other 

u n i v d e s  within your province, (v) to be known and respected in your discipline across 

Canada, (vi) to be known and respected in your field internationally, (vii) to meet your 

own profesJona1 standards. Responses are coded from "very unimportant" (1) to "very 

importantn(7). Factot analysis rdted in three separate fktors: one's own standards, local 

environment and the discipliw is measured by a 

single item, item (vii) above. Source of selfksttam: local is measwed by sum of items (i), 

(ii) and (ii) ( 4 . 4 5 5  to 0.561; Cronbach Alpha = 0.7571). Source of self-esteem: 

discidhe is measured by the sum for item (iv), (v) and (vi) ( ~ 0 . 5 4 5  to -768; Cronbach 

Alpha = 0.8667). For the summated Scales, scores range f?om 3 to 21. 

Locus of attachment: local is measured by the sum of two items: "sense of 

attachment to: (i) your depanmm and (ii) your university" (r= 0.508). Responses for the 

individual items are coded "very weak" (1) to "very strong* (7), and scores for the 

summated range fiom 2 to 14. Lacus of attachment: cosmowlitan is measured via the 

"sense of attachment to your discipline." 

Career evaluation is measured by the sum of two items: (i) "My academic career is 

not moving along as well as I would Iike it to," and @) '"In my department I do not receive 

the recognition I desemel(, coded &om "strongly agree" (1) to "strongly disagree" (7). 

Summated scores range fiom 2 to 14, with the bigher scores indicating more positive 

career evaluation than lower scores (~0.399). 
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View of the university is m d  by the question: "In general, how do you fa1 

about the university?" Responses are coded: "It has been a very poor place for me" (1); "It 

has been a poor place for me" (2); ""It has been a f i I y  poor place for me" (3); "It has 

been neither a good nor a bad place for me" (4); "It has been a tidr place for me" (5); "It 

has been a good place for meR (6);"It has been a very good place for mew (7). 

Activities are measured via the time spent, respectiveIy, on teaching, administrative 

duties, research and consulting or outside practice. m* g is measured 

as the sum of the hours spent p a  week in the present term on each of the following 

activities: (i) clinical, practice supavision of students, @) scheduled teaching (actual class 

hours), @) direct preparation for teaching, and (iv) advising and counseling individual 

students. Time spent o . . 
n admuustratrve duties is measured by the number of horn per 

. * 
week, on average, spent on adrmmstrative and muunittee related activities. T-n 

c is measured by the number of hours p a  week on average, Kt aside for o m  - 
profissional readingi writing/ research. Time spent on  consul^ is measured by the sum 

of two items: propodon of work time during the regular academic year which is devoted 

to: (i) coIlSUIting (with or without pay), and 0 outside proftssond practice. Responses 

to the consulting items are coded: "none" (O), " 1-1W" (S), " 1 1-2O?V (15), "21-30%" 

(25), "3 1% or more" (35); summated scores range fiom 0 to 70%. 

Finally, I also include within activities, a measure of the total & of io& to 

which the respondent subscribes. This measure is commonly found within the productivity 

literatun, and is utilized as an indicator of the effort made to keep abreast of 

developments in one's field. 
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Productivity 
. - 

Current ~roductnntv is measwed in two dimensions: 0 Books - the total self- 

reported count ofthe number ofscholarty books produced in the past three years, with the 

respondent as single author, joint author or editor; and - the total self-reported 

count of the number of scholarly chapters, or articles written in refmeed or non-ref& 

books or journals in the past three years. These two measures are conceptualized as 

separate dimensions based on previous research findings that different models of 

productivity underlie these different types of products (Wanner, Lewis and Gregorio, 

198 1). For the path analysis, the measure of current productivity is restricted to the article 

counts. In addition, since the distri'buton for this variable is very highly positiveiy skewed, 

for the path analysis, it is log transformed in the same manner as the past productivity 

measure: transformed saxe = 1 + loglo(sc0re + 0.1). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Descriptive profiles of the samples and sub-samples are obtained by examination of 

the frequency distn'buto~~.~, mean scores and standard deviations. To d u a t e  whether 

differences in distributions across career stage are of substantial sigoificancey various 

measures of association have been calculated, selected on the basis of the levels of 

measurement of the variables. Since career stage, the pivotal variable in this analysis, is 

ordinai, the choice of measures of aSSOciation is restxicted to those which can be used at 

this level or low= For the n o d  variables, the uncertainty coefficient, Up is reported; 

for variables at the ordinal level or higher, somds d or tau-b are nported,14 depending on 

I4 U uscs infbrmation about the whole dWiMon and, unlike l a m b ,  is not sensitive to the maQI 
category being 0 0 ~  across all stages Sowr's d and tau* arc s e l d  over the more common 
gamma because they use more information abuut tbe idqdmt MviabIe and arc more oonservative 
measmcs than gamma (be tha and McTavish, 1993). 
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whether a causal direction can be specified between the ~ a b l e s . l s  I have also reported 

eta-squared which indicates the proportionate reduction in error in predicting values ofthe 

dependent variable on the basis of category maras. While somds d assumes and reports a 

hear association between the variablesI eta does not, and is thdore more usefid for this 

particular analysis where there is little reason to expect a linear cbange in variables with 

change in caner stage (Loether and McTavish, 1993: 251).'6 Also, pertinent inferential 

statistics (i-e., Pearson's Chi-square or the F values &om one-way anova results &om 

comparisons of means) are dso reported together with their significant levels. Almost 

without exception, due to the large sample sites, all chi-square and F values are 

statistically sigaificant @<.0000). Thus, in all cases? when evaluating differences across 

stagest attention is paid to the substantive value of the measure of association rather than 

the reported statistid si@cance. 

For the multivariate analyses, path analysis is selected as the appropriate technique 

because it allows for the simultaneous examination of relationships between all specified 

variables, as well as enabling the decomposition of total associations between two 

variables into direct and indirect effeas. This decomposition is essential for this study in 

order to test one of the cmtral arguments of the sociabation thesis that profeJsona1 self 

variables are key mediators through wbich organizational context impact upon individual 

behaviour. Seven models are tested: one for the entire sample of 111-time fbculty, and one 

each for fsculty members divided into each of the six career stages. Significant path 

The causal dirrstiom spocificd arc as dictated by the theoretical model Thus, for Or relationship with 
sociodemographic a d  caracr background variables, cmcr stage is concqmdh l  as the dcpndent 
variable9 while for the relationship with the perceptpal, atbtudinal and behaviaural variables, career 
stage is treated as the c d  variable. In instances where it smus absurd to specifL a causal 
rdationship, e-g, between carem stage and institutional size or type, the symmetric measure tau4 is 
r e p o w  

l6 Eta docs, bawevtr, mqWc tbat the dcpmcht miable k measured at the inttival lml  at least, and 
caa W o r e  not be reported f ir thost relatioaships where career stage is the dependent variable. 
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coefficients (standardized regression coefficients) are reported for each model, and 

indirect and total efkcts are computed using significant direct paths. In addition, where 

comparisons across samples are necessary, the WlSbIldardized regression coefficients are 

reported- 



CHAPTERFIVE 

FINDINGS: (A) DEKWPTNE PROFILES 

This chapter is divided into three sections. Part One briefly summsrizes the 

distributions and mean scores for the sample of all MI-time f a d e  members who held 

regular appointments at the m e a t  iaJtitution (N = 5060) in the mid-1980s. Part Two 

summarites the dBerences in distniutions and means across the six career stages for these 

faculty members, and reports the measures of amciation between the variables of interest 

and career stage. Part Three compares the distnions and mean scores between faculty 

who have produced at least one articIe in their lifetimes up to the past 3 years and those 

who have produced none in the same period. 

PART ONE: DESCR~PTWE PROFILE OF ENTIRE SAMPLE 

Tables A1 and A2 (Appendix A) surmnarize the Erequency distnions, mean 

scores, standard deviations and modal values obtained by all the 111-time faculty members 

in this sample on the various variables of interest to this study. The text which follows is a 

brief synopsis of all this information. 

The vast majority of the respondents in this sample ate male (83%), rnamed 

(78%), in their forties (47%) and originate from W e s  of about average socioeconomic 

backgrounds (31%)). The vast majority aiso have doctorate degrees (75%) or other 

graduate qualifications (21%), and have speaf on average, just over 14 yean employed 

W-time in higher education (SD:8.24) and almost 13 years, on average, employed in their 

present institutions (SD:7.53). Almost 8% of them are tenured, 40?4 are associate 

professors, 36% are full professors and 2oo/. an assistant professors. The fBculty 
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members are drawn &om a very broad range of disciplines, with the majority located in the 

profes~ional and applied sciences fields ( 4 0 ,  23% in the social sciences, 2o./o in the 

mathematical and natural sciences, 12% in the humanities, and 4% in the performing and 

h e  arts. 

In tams of regional location, just o v a  a third (35%) of the respondents are 

located in Ontario, almost 3W are in the western provinces, just ova a fifth (22%) are in 

Quebec end the remaining 14% are in the Atlantic provinces. Over half(57%) the faculty 

members are employed in universities En which the majority of the ficulties offa graduate 

education, an additional 17% are 1ocated in universities in which some hculties offer 

graduate education and only a quarter (26%) are located in universities with primarily a .  

undergraduate focus. Similarly, about half the Wty membem (490?) are located in 

departments which offkr doctorate degrees, an additional 2Ph are in departments which 

offer at least a master's degree or a graduate profdona1 diploma, and the remaining 24% 

work in departments which oEer only a bachelor's degree, a first professional degree or 

less. About halfthe Wty (5 1%) work in mid-sized departments with 1 1 to 30 members, 

about a fifth (21%) work in departmeats with more than 30 members and just over a 

quarter (28%) work in d departments with 10 members or less. 

With respect to sociodemograpbic fbctors such as gender and age, and career 

factors such as experience, seniority, r a .  regional location and -on type, the 

faculty members in this sample an representative of the broader population of fbfl-time 

Canadian academics around this time period (Gregor and Jasmia, 1992: 39-44). Also, 

with respect to age and gender, the Canadian sample is comparable to American fitculty of 

the same time period (Blackbum and Lawrence, 1995). 



On average, the fkcdty members fd that their institutions place moderate values 

on teaching eflectiveness (mean,-4-29; SD: 1-71)" and d c e  (mean: 1 1-18; SD:3 -62; 

scale:3-21) when making tenure decisions, and that vay high value is placed on scholarly 

publications (meaa6.04; SD: 1-29; mode:7.00). These findings are consistent with findings 

fkom American studies which report strong emphasis on publication activity for tenure and 

promotion decisions espedly in universities with research and graduate education foci. 

In tenns of departmental and institutional climates, most respondents rate the 

various aspects as being neither too positive nor too negative- At the departmental level, 

student quality is perceived to be just above moderate (mea~4.39; SD:1.41; mode:5.00), 

intellectual q@ty is perceived to be about moderate (mean:4-16; SD:l.S4), and f i d t y  

morale is perceived to be just under moderate (mean:3 -71; SD: 1 -58; mode:3 -00). At the 

institutional lewd, perceived sense of institutional pride, administrative quality and fadty 

involvement are found to be about moderate, with mean scores of 4.15 (SD: 1-62), 1 9.13 

(SD:6.08; scale:S-35) and 4.26 (SD:1.55) respectively. In contrast, sense of identity 

(rnea1r4.06; SD: 1-74) and f d t y  loyalty (mea~4.81; SD: 1-35) are perceived to be 

slightly above moderate by most people (mode:5.00). It is interesting that perceived sense 

of identity and fbdty loyalty at the university level are generally above moderate despite 

faculty morale at the departmental level being just uDda moderate, suggesting that aspects 

of climate at the departmental level are not neassarily good indicators of aspects of 

climate at the institutional level. l8 

l7 Unless mentioned otherwise, ail attimdinal and ~ p a e e p c i o a  variables arc wPJnrrd on seven-point 
scales. For all vaziablcs, higher scores indic;rtc stronger perceptions or attitudesludes Also, unless reported 
otherwist ,a l l scahsarertasonaMy~~withnrodalvalrrcsatorverydoseto~mid-  
point of the scaIe. 

l8 This finding is htha  substantiated by the rrhtivdy low correlations between departmeatal acuity 
morale and sense of iaStitatiOnal identity (r-2812), fscutty invoivuwu at anivcrsi~ Id ( ~ 2 7 8 1 )  
and faculty loyalty at the Miversity level (F-2769). 



Organitations constantly change over time. On average, respondents fml that 

student demands have increased somewhat in the past five years, * (mean: 18-49; SD2.66; 

mode: l6.O; scale:4-28), as has emphasis on research perfiormance (mea~4.99; SD: 1.25). 

Emphasis on teaching paformance is perceived to have remained about the same 

(rnea1~4.14; SD:1.13), and &dty  morale is felt to have dropped slightly (mean3.17; 

SDA.32; mode:3.00)- These findings are not surprising considering that these were the 

times when student enrollments had begun to soar and concerns about financial restraint 

had begun to surface (Gregor and Jasmin, 1992), putting more pressure on faarties to 

cope with what they had. Nonethelesf in tams of their workloads, the M t y  members 

feel that they have about the same loads, on average, as their colleagues with respect to 

teaching activities (mea~3.14; SD:0.71; scale: 1-5) and administrative tasks (mean:3.26; 

SD: 1.1 6; scale: 1-5). 

While perceptions of the insdtutionai climate may affect how fBdty members feel 

about their workplaces and thereby have an impact on their behavioural outcomes, 

perceptions of the opportunities and resources available in the workplace probably have 

more of a dind impact on the types of activities that Wty members can engage in. 

Faculty members' perceptions of teaching and research opportunities are strongly 

negatively skewed, with most respondents expressing high satisfkction with the availability 

of these opportunities in their organizations (mode:ROO). On average, faculty members 

feel that then are slightly greater teaching opportunities (mean:5.25; SD:1.64) adable 

than research opportunities (mean:4-62; SD:195). Policy-influencing opportunitiess in 

contrast, are perceived, on averagey as being moderate (meaa:8.58; SD:2.34; scale:3-15). 
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Faculty members are also found, on average, to rate the various resources available in 

their institutions as moderate (mm:38.57; SD:9.73; scale: 10-70). 

Faculty in this sample, on average, value both teacbing effectiveness (mean:5.83; 

SD: 1 -08; mode:6.00) and research activities (mean:S-82; SD: 1-07; mode:6.00) equally and 

highly, while most place moderate importance to d c e  activities (mean: 13.01; SD:3.25; 

sde:3-21). consistent with their dues, the fiicdty, on average, are very highly 

interested in and enjoy engaging in teaching (mean:5.85; SD:1.17; mode:6.00) and 

research activities (mearc 1 1 -75; SD2.19; mode: 14-00; scale:2-14), but are only 

moderately interested in administration duties (mea1~7.9 1; SD:2.99; scale:2- 14). 

The hculty members have various sources of seIfksteem, alI of which they 

consider important. The most important source ofsef-esteem for fiaxlty is their own set 

of standards (mean:6-65; SD:0.90; mode:7.00), followed by the local environment in 

which they work (meax 17.56; SD:3.06; mode:18.00; scale:3-21) and recognition fiom 

their discipline at large (mean: 1 5.44; SD:4.44; mode:21.00; scale:3-2 1). It is interesting 

to note that none of these sources of xlfksteem are important at the expense of the 

others; in other words, those who consider their own standard as an important source of 

self-esteem, also consider, to varying degrees, the local environment and the discipline as 

important sources of self-esteem-20 Consistent with this broad range of sources regarded 

as highly important for self-esteem, th Wty members, on average, have strong senses 

of attachment to both their local m.oments (meaa:10.25; SD2.68; mode:12.00; 

scale:2-14) and to the broader discipline (meaa:6.20; SD: 1.05; mode:7.00). Again, 

attachment to either of these loci is not at the expense of detachment fiom the otha.21 
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The relatively strong sense of attachment to the local emrifoment is reflected in 

the positive views faarty members as a group atpress about their universities (mean5.79; 

SD: 1-13; mode: l4.OO; &:2-14). h o s t  W!% of the respondents f e l  that the university 

has been a fkk to a very good place for them Many such evaluations, however, depend 

on how critical fkculty memkrs are about their current lOC8ti011~, how much information 

they have about other universities, and whether they f e l  that they personally could fare 

better in a different location, provided that such an opportunity to move might arise. 

Given the tight hiring fieezes that many universities seem to have implemented since the 

1980s, it is possible that f d t y  members express contentment with their current locations 

out of resignation to the circunl~bnces rather than gsluine joy. On the other hand, we 

also find that f d t y  members express very positive evaluations of their careem so fbr 

(mean:9.53; SD:3.16; mode:14.00; scale:2-14). Thus, it appears that fscuity members, on 

average, are quite content and satisfied with their locations as well as their personal 

professional progresses. 

Wah respect to their activities, Wty members, on average, spend about 23 hours 

per week on teaching related duties (SD: 13.28; mode:20.00), about half that on research 

activities (mean: 12.73hrstwk; SD: 10.58; mode: 10.00), just under 7 hours per week on 

administrative tasks (SD:8.55; mode:2.00) and about 8.5% of their time (SD: 10.14; 

mode:S.OO) on consulting activities. As an indicator of the effort made to keep abreast of 

development in one's field, we find that Wty members in this sample, on average, 

subscribe to between four and five journals (SD3.15) with most reporting 3 j o d  

subscriptions. However, as the standard deviations show for all these variables, there is a 

lot of variation among fkdty members in their allocation of &tt to these nspactive 

activities. Since a comparable range of variation is not obsaved in Wty members' 

perceptions of their o ~ o d  conditions or in their own values and interrsts, it 
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suggests that Wty members' relative &orts to their various academic activities are quite 

likely influenced by fBctors in addition to pa these. 

F i y ,  in tern of their productivity, Wty members in this sample have 

produced, on average, just over 18 books andlor articles in their lifetimes up to the past 

three years (mean:18.54; SD:2421), a count which averages to about 1.5 books and/or 

articles for ~ i y  year employed 111-time in higher education (SD:228). Consistent with 

all previous studies in the literature, the distniution of this variable is highly positively 

skewed with a small majority of fhdty members having produced the vast majority of 

publications and the vast majority of fhdty having made few contr%utios; while a few 

fBculty members han reported producing up to 1% books and/or articles in their 

Metimes, 190h (966) of the sample have produced no books and/or articles in their 

lifetime. 

This highly varied and extmneiy skewed distniution is reflected in the current 

productivity of hdty members (i-e., the number of books or articles that they have 

produced during the past 3 years). On average, ficulty members have published about 5.5 

articles (SD:6.96) over the past 3 years, though 24% of the sample have published no 

articles in this time. The average number of books written in the past 3 years is 0.5 

(SD: 1-24) with 72% of the sample reporting to have published no books during this time. 

Although these distriiutions of productivity are similar to those encountered by 

b o a  all other previous studies in the literature, many of these previous studies were 

conducted in relatively more affluent and presumably less competitive and pressure-filled 

times than the mid-1980s during which the data used for the present study were collected. 

Because of this, it had beem suspected that the 80s Wty, in response to a more 

competitive environment, would have at least slightly higher productivity levels than their 

60s and 70s counterparts (i-e., that the modal values might shiA from zero to a slightly 

higher number). This does not appear to be the case. One of the reasons could be that 
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although publication prrs~urr~ may have increased, actual resources and opportunities 

may have either remained the same, or more likely, have decreased. 

PART m0: DESCRIPTIVE PROFaE OF FACULTY MEMBERS BY CAREER STAGE 

In Tables A3 to A4 (Appendix A), fieqpency distri'butions and mean values of 

variables which might reasonably be expected to vary with care!er stage are reported, 

together with relevant measures of association In the ensuing synopsis of the findings, 

only those relationships which have substantively meaningful associations are discussed. 

Current Productivity 

Examination of the current productivity measures shows that both book 

productivity and article productivity are weakly linearly associated with career stage (d: 

0.1 16; d: 0.118 respediveIy). The eta-squared values show that variations in career stage 

account for about 1.9% of the variation in current book productivity and about 4.7% of 

the variation in armat articles productivity. 

Frequency distributions for books and articles published in past 3 years are both 

extremely positively skewed at each stage, with modal values for both variables at each 

stage being zero. Facuity in stages 1 and 2 have the lowest means for the current book 

productivity at 0.267 (SD : 1 -432) and 0.297 (SD:0.722) respectively. These individuals 

are in the early stages of their careers, and writing books is an activity one can expect 

more from those in later stages. As expected, the meon for m n t  book productivity rises 

dramatically for fkulty in stage 3 (mean:O.S52; SD: l.425), with a similar distribution 

obtained for firculty in stage 4 (mem0.537; SD:1.429). The average drops significantly 

for hculty in stage 5 (mea1~0.322; SD:0.773) compared to their colleagues in stages 3 and 

4, while, Wty in stage 6 have the relatively highest book productivity at 0.691 (SD: 

1.234). 
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For the number of articles published in the past three years, M t y  in stage 6 once 

again lead the count (mean:7.260; SD:8-241) foaowed by ficulty in stage 3 (mem6.346; 

SD:6.3 15) and &dty  in stage 4 (mea~4.862; SD: 1 -429). F d t y  in stage 5 are at the 

bottom of the pack (mean:3 -193; SD:6.180), foflowed by fhdty in stage 1 (rnean14- 190; 

SD5.037) and tBculty in stage 2 (mea~4.242; SD:4.773). 

The general patterns observed for both the current books and the current articles 

productivity is simiIar. First, as expected, a small handfbl of faculty are responsible for 

producing most of the scholarly publications, while the majority of hculty produce only a 

relatively small percentage of total publications, and this pattern is consistent for all career 

stages. 

Second, fidi professors (Wty in stage 6) have the highest relative current 

productivity, on average, followed by associate professors who have been in the position 

for four years or less (stage 3). This finding is contrary to theoretical expectations; it was 

expected that the productivity of these two groups would be relatively low because they, 

having been recently promoted (stage 3) or at the highest ranks (stage 6) would be least 

vulmrable to the "publish or perish" demands of their organhiom. In contrast, faculty 

in stage 4 were expected to demonstrate higher ~ m n  productivity than their colleagues 

in stage 3 based on the argument that the former would be anticipating promotion to full 

professor level in the near b e ,  and prepaxing for it by increasing their pedonaaace rate; 

the obsewed productivity means for this p u p  an contrary to expectations. 

Third, W t i e s  in stages 1, 2 and 5 have relatively low averages for both books 

and articles. The lowest average productivity of articles by faarty in stage 5 (i-e., 

associate professors who have held that position for eleven yean or more), is as expected. 

Since promotion to fidl professorial ranks usually occurs between 7 to 10 years after 

attaining associate professotship, these individuals might have been passed over for 

promotion or are not interested in rising any further up the academic ladder, they are least 
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likely to be dnerable to the demands oftheir organimions, and their low 

productivity is probably a reflection of this. In contrast, the relativeIy low productivity 

with respect to article counts for faculty in stages 1 and 2 is surprising. Faculty in stage 1, 

in pa&uh7 would normally have a weaith of mated  from thek recently compleW 

dissertations or postdoctorate works. In addition, one would expect tbat they would be 

most motivated to prove their competence to the or@zations in which they hsd recently 

launched their careers and would do so by demonstrating high publishing activity. 

Similarly, one would expect that Wty in stage 2, untenured associate professors and 

tenured assistant professors, would also be eager to demonstrate their abilities to the 

organization to attain tenure or promotion, and would therefore have relatively high 

productivity rates. 

These unexpected findings are intriguing. In contrast, the finding that current 

productivity varies with cana stage is consistent with the argument underlying this study 

that differences in caner stage are worthy of closer scrutiny to help untangle the complex 

relationships influencing f5culty productivity. 

Sciodemogrphic chancteristics 

Of the sociodernographic variables, only age (d: 0.4 17) and gender (U: 0.208) 

demonstrate substantively important associations with career stage. While the observed 

association between age and career stage is spurious since the passage of time underlies 

both the notions of age and career stage, the assoc~*atian between career stage and gender 

is quite genuine. 

The obsewations show a gradually decreasing percentage of f d e  faculty with 

increasing career stage. While male hrnrlty form the majority at alI career stages, female 

& d t y  proportions are bighest in stages 1 (31%) and 2 (29%), denease to under a tenth 

by stage 5, and are the lowest at PA in stage 6. The lower representation of women with 
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increasing career stage is argued to be a result of women having f a d  numerous structural 

and cultural barriers preventing them fkom gaining access into and making progress 

through the traditionally male world of academia (Aisenberg and Haniagtoq 1988; 

Symons and Page, 1984). 

Career background 

Examination of differences across career stage in the career backgrounds of faculty 

members shows that there are weak to strong linear associations between career stage and 

the various measures of career background- The strongest associations with career stage 

are demonstrated by experience (d: 0.534) and seniority (d: 0.525). However, like age, 

these associations are spurious. On average, fkculty in stage 1 have been employed in 

higher education for 4.30 years (SD:3.31), M t y  in stage 2 for 10.24 years (SD:5.61), 

faculty in stage 3 for 8.83 years (SD:4.07), fhcdty in stage 4 for 14-30 years (SD:4.42), 

faculty in stage 5 for 20.33 years (SD:4.76) and fhdty in stage 6 for 20.10 years 

(SD6.99). Interestingly, there is a very high correlation between seniority and experience 

overall (r: 0.843; p<O.Oo l), suggesting that there is very little mobiiity of Canadian fadty 

across institutional locations. 

There is a moderate, positive association between highest d e w  earned and career 

stage (d:0.285). In all career stages, as expected, the majority of the Wty rnemben 

have doctorate degrees. There are relatively lower proportions of f d t y  with doctorates 

in stages 1 (62%) and 2 (58%), with these proportions increasing substantially by stage 3 

(78%), with the trend continuing until by stage 6, 87% of the focuty members have 

doctorate degrees. 

Across ali career stages, the distribution of the past performance, as measured by 

the t o d  ~ ~ m b e r  of books and articles written up to the past three years is extremely 

positively skewed, with modal values for all stages being zero. The moderate positive 
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linear association between past performance and career stage (d:0.329), is to be expected 

since individuals at higher career stages generally have had longer time to accumuiate 

publications than those in eatlier stages. The average counts range fiom 5.71 publications 

(SD: 8.71) for fhculty in stage 1 to 33.55 (SD: 30.62) for fkcdty in stage 6. 

Past performance rate, which takes into account the length of the careers, is also 

extremely positively skewed for each stage, with modal values at zero. The hear 

association between past performance rate and career stage is weak (d:0.126), and the 

mean values reveal definite fluctuations with career stages. The highest past performance 

rate is for ficulty in stage 6 (mea~1.89; SD:2.17), followed by f a t y  in stage 1 

(mean:1.804; SD: 3.19) and Wty in stage 3 (meatr1.735; SIk2.48). Faculty in stage 5 

have the lowest past pedonaance rate, on average, at 0.641 (SD: OM), followed by 

faculty in stage 4 (mean: 1.08; SD:1.33), and Wty in stage 2 (meani218; SD2.10). 

Individuals in stage 6 have the highest past paformane rates on average, as well as the 

highest current paformance rates. 

Organizational contexts and pemtptions of orgamhtional conditions 

Evidence in the Literature suggests that individuals in different career stages have 

different perceptions of organizatonal demands, pressures, systems and procedures, and 

opportunities available (e-g., Baldwin and Blackbum, 1981; Glaser, 1964; Pelz and 

Andrews, 1976). Examhation of the distribution of this sample and their mean scores 

across career stages show that the associations between the various perceived 

organizational conditions and career stage are weak to moderate at best. The proportion 

of variation in each of these variables which can be explained by variation in caner stages 

ranges fiom almost zero to a mere 6.1%. 

Fadty  in all career stages appear to have similar perceptions of the types of 

activities valued by thdr respective institutions. The measures of hear association 
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between career stage aad value of teaching effectiveness (d: 0.044), value of scholarly 

publications (d: -0.042) and value of senice (d: -0.009) are alI negligi'ble; career stage 

accounts for about 1 -2?A of the variation in teaching effdveness scores, but only 0.5% of 

the variation in scores for perceived value of scholarship and savice. Imspective of 

career stage, Wty members, on average, fecl that their institutions place moderate value 

on teaching effkctiveness, slightly less than moderate value on  Senrice and very high value 

on scholarship for making tenure decisions. 

Faculty in all career stages also appear, on average, to have similar perceptions of 

various aspects of departmental and institutiod climate. While about 1.0% of the 

variation in peraptions of the department's intellectual atmosphere and 1.5% of the 

variations in perceptions of the department's Wty morale can be accounted for by 

career stage, there is little evidence of association between any of the other measures of 

organizational climate and career stage. Faculty members in all stages rate the various 

aspects of their institutiod and departmental climates as being generally about moderate. 

Close examination of the mean values for aU the variables of organizational climate shows 

that, although the differences are slight, on average, Wty in stages 6 and 1 consistently 

have the most positive perceptions of the climate, and Wty in stages 3 and 4 have the 

most negative perceptions relative to their colleagues. 

A similar pattern is dso obtained for the distribution of scores across career stage 

for perceptions of resources available, with Wty in all stages, on average, rating the 

resources in their institutions as being about moderate. Although there is no linear 

association between the two variables (d: 0.055), about 1.2% of the variation in u 

perceptions of resources available can be accounted for by career stage, just enough to 

make the familiar U-shaped pattern evident again with bculty in stages 6 pad 1 having the 

relatively highest mean scores and Wty in stage 3 having the lowest mean scores 

compared to their colleagues. 
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Weak positive hear asmiations with uuea stage are o b m e d  for perceptions of 

teaching (40.1 19). research (d:O. 1 19) and policy-influencing opportunities (d:O. 1 89) 

available in the institution. Career stage accounts for 2.1% of the variation in perceptions 

of teaching opportunities available, 2.4% of the variation in perceptions of research 

opportunities available, and up to 6.1% of the miation in perceptions of policy- 

influencing opportunities available. 

Faculty across all stages are more than moderately satisfied with their teaching 

opportunities, just slightly more than moderately satisfied with their research 

opportunities, and the mean level of satisfaction for each of these opportunities generally 

increases with career stage. For perceptions of policy-influeacing opportunities available, 

faculty in all stages except nage 6 fed less than moderately satisfied with the availability 

of these opportunities, but these perceptions, on average, improve with career stage- 

Faculty were asked how much heavier they felt their teaching and administrative 

workloads were compared to their colleagues' workloads. Career stage accounts for 

about 1.2% ofthe variation in scores for comparative teaching loads and about 4.4% of 
. * 

the variation ia scores on comparative dmmstmtive loads. The linear association 

between comparative teaching loads and career stage is negligible (d:0.068) while the 

linear essociation between comparative administrative load and career stage is slightly 

stronger, but still M y  weak (d:O. 126). 

On the whole, ficulty members in all stages fa1 that their own teaching loads are 

comparable or just only very slightly heavier, on average, than their coL1eagues' loads. In 

contrast, the differences across stages are more evident for perceptions in comparative 

administrative workloads. On average, faarty in higher stages feel that their 

administrative loads are highex than their colleagues, while those at the junior levels feel 

that their loads are not quite as high as their colleagues' loads. This £inding is consistent 
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with the eqatation that new fbculty would not be called upon to engage in many 

administrative tasksy with the senior M t y  more likely to be engaged in such duties. 

Faculty membas who had been in their current orgeaizations for at least 5 years 

( ~ 4 0 9 4 )  were asked about their perceptions of various aspects of departmental changes 

which had occuned over this period, i.e., in student demands, f'acuity moraley and in 

emphases on teaching ad research paforrnance- There is Me evidence of substantively 

meanhgfui association between career stage and these variables. Faculty members across 

all career stages feel, on average, that student demands have increased slightly over the 

past 5 years, that f i d t y  morale has decreased slightly, that emphasis on teaching 

performance has remained about the same, and that emphasis on research performance has 

increased slightly. 

These perceptions of slight increase in student demands and research performance 

and slight decrease in Wty mode over the past five years are not surprising considering 

that the early ~ O S ,  the time period to which these variables refer, were the years when 

Canadian universities were just begioniag to f e l  financial constraints and greater student 

enrollments, leading to greater career uncertainties and pressures to be compaitive. This 

analysis by stage shows that these effects were being felt equally by faculty in all career 

stages and not restricted to any particular groups. 

In summary, it appears that faculty members aaoss all stages are quite 

homogeneous with respect to their perceptions of various aspects of the organizational 

conditions with which they are fkced. The standard deviation vaIues for the distniution of 

scores for the entire sample, however, suggests that there is a normal range of variation in 

faculty members' perceptions of their organitatonal locations (Table A2, Appendix A). 

Apparentlyy little of this variation is due to variation in cana stage. Despite the relative 

homogeneity across career stage, certain patterns are evident In particular, fbxdty in 

stages 6 and 1 share the most positive evaluations of their environments while ficulty in 
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stages 3 and 4 share the most negative evaluations of their organizational conditions, on 

average relative to their colleagues in other stages. 

Perceptions of protcrriond self 

Career developmentalists bave argued that as people progress through di&nnt 

career stages, they experience changes in their needs, arpcaations, career concerns and 

goals (e-g., Hall, 1976; Hodgkinson, 1974); empirical studies of find@ and scientists have 

provided evidence to support these claims (e.g., Braskamp, Fowler and Ory, 1982; 

Baldwin and Blackburn, 198 1; GI-, 1964). 

Examination of the mean scores in perceptions of prof4onal self across career 

nages shows that quite a fw of the variables included under this concept exhibit 

variations across career stage; faculty members in different stages are not quite as 

homogeneous regarding their =If-perceptious and attitudes as they an with respect to 

their perceptions of their organizational conditions. The hear associations, however, 

remain weak at best, suggesting that there are no gradual unidirectional changes in ficuIty 

members' perceptions of their profdonal selves 

The degree of importance Wty members fel  should be placed on various 

academic activities for tenure decisions is measured as an indicator of how much the 

faculty members value these rejpective activities. Career stage accounts for about 2.1% 

of the variation in how much Wty memba value research, about 1.4% of the variation 

in how much they value service, but little of the variation in how much they d u e  teaching 

effectiveness. Then is negiigiile linear association between career stage and these 

variables. Faculty in all stages' on average, value teacbing and research activities highly 

and about equally, while they all value senice activities just slightly more than moderately. 

Faculty in stages 6 and 3, on average, place the bighest values on research activities while 
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faculty in stages 5 and 2 place the least value on research and high values on teaching and 

compand to th& h otha stages- 

Faculty membas were measured on their degne of interest in teaching, research 

and administration. The aSSOciations between cana stage and these variables are 

negligi'ble, although career stage can account for abut 1.7% of the variation in research 

interests. On average, fhcuity across alI career stages express a high degree of interest in 

both teaching and research activities, and just under moderate interest in Senice activities. 

On average, compared to their colleagues in other stages, fkculty in stages 6 and 1 express 

the highest intenst in research activities while Wty in stages 5 and 2 express the least 

interest- 

Faculty members have various sources of seIf-esteem which are al l  important to 

them to varying degrees. Faculty members in ai l  stages place extremely high importance 

on their own standards as a source of seIf-esteem, relatively high importance on the local 

environment as a source of seIf-esteem, and moderately high importance on the discipline 

as a source of seLfksteem. There is negligiile association between career stage and the 

variables measuring own standards as the source of seKesteem and the local environment 

as the source of seffestteem; however, career stage accounts for about 2-90!' of the 

variation in mean scores for the importance given to the discipline as the source of seK 

esteem. On average, compared to their colleagues in other stages, Wty in stages 6 and 

3 place higher importance on the discipline as a source of selfksteem while &cuIty in 

stages 5 and 2 place the least importance dative to their wlleagues on this source of seK 

esteem. This could be one of the reasons why fhcuity in stages 6 and 3 have relatively 

high productivity rates; publishing is one of the primary ways of obtaining reco@tion 

outside one's home institution. 

Faculty members' locus of attachment is measured for two dimensions: local, 

representing the degree of attachment to one's department and university, and 
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cosmopditan, representing the degree of attachment to the discipline. There is a weak 

linear association between local l a w  of attachment scores and career stage (d:0.121), 

with carem stage being able to account for about 2.1% of the variation in the local locus 

of attachment scores. Faculty members across dl career stages are found to be $irly, 

though not very, strongly attached to their local emrifomeats. On average, compared to 

their colleagues in other stages, Wty in stages 1 and 3 express the lowest attachments to 

their local environment and fhdty in stages 4 and above express the strongest 

attachments 

There is a negligibfe linear association between cosmopolitan locus of attachment 

scores and career stage; however, carer stage is able to account for 29% of the variation 

in the mean scores for cosmopolitan locus of attachment. On average, compared to their 

colleagues in other stages, fBculty in stages 6 and 1 express the strongest attachments and 

fadty  in stage 5 express the lowest attachments to their discipline- 

Faculty members' career evaluation was measured in tams of their perceptions of 

how well their careers are progressing and their sense of whether they are being 

deservedly recognized in their departments- There is a week linear association between 

career evaluation scores a d  career stage (d:O. 159), and career stage is able to account for 

about 8.3% ofthe variation in the career duation scores, the highest proportion for any 

of the professional self variables. 

Faculty in stage 5 express the least positive career evaluation, on average, 

compared to the rest oftheir colleagues; they are just under m o d d y  satisfied with their 

career progress and the reco@on they receive &om their departments. In coneast, 

fbculty in stage 6 express the most positive evaluation of their caner, with their mean 

score indicating that, as a group, they are quite highly satisfied with their careers. These 

individuals have made it to the top ranks of the academic ladder and they should have little 
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to complain about, although the fha that their mean score is not closer to the upper end of 

the scale indicates that there is some level of discontent even among these individuals. 

Faculty in stage 3 also express relatively high  on with their career 

progress and rmgnition received, relative to their colleagues. This could be because they 

have a solid past pedormance record, a high cumnt productivity, and their relatively 

recent promotion to the associate profe~sor raaLs (sometime in the past four years) 

probably indicates to them that their department values them In contrast, t2rCUIty in stage 

2 are only just slightly more than moderately satisfied with their careers so k- 

The average relative career satisfaction of fkcuity in stage 6 is reOected in their 

view of the university as a whole. Faculty in stage 6 feel, on average, that the university 

has been a good place for them, in contrast to faculty in other stages who all feel that the 

university has been a faL to good place for them. There is a weak linear association 

between career stage and view ofthe university (d:0.143), and career stage accounts for 

about 3.4% of the variations in mean scores for view of the universityersity Interestingly, 

hculty in stage 5, who expressed the most discontent about their careers relative to their 

colleagues, do not transfer their negative evaluations to their views of the university as a 

whole; perhaps they receive recognition Eom and fe1 valued by sources within the 

university but outside their immediate depamnents such as students or committee 

colleagues. 

In summary, although the linear associations between fhculty members' perceptions 

of their profeSSonal selves and carea stage are quite weak, close examinations of mean 

scores reveal that there are noticeable patterns across career stage- In particular, faculty in 

stages 6 and 3, on the one hand, and Wty in stages 5 and 2, stand out as being differem 

from each other with respect to their values, interests, attachments and career evaluations. 

This pattern is the same as that observed for past and curreat productivity. 
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Activities 

On average, all ficulty members work a total of about 43 hours per week. Then 

is negligible linear association between career stage and the time spent on teaching, 

research activities, consulting, and t&e number of journal subscribed; as expected, there is 

a weak hear association between career stage and time spent on administrative tasks 

(d:0.126). Career stage accounts for about 1.6% of the variations in time spent on 

teaching activities, about 1.4% of the variatioas in time spent on research activities, and 

about 3.3% of the variations in time spent on administrative duties. 

With few exceptions, at the group level at least, the time devoted to any activity 

reflects the activities va!ued by and of interest to the f d t y  members. On average, 

compared to their coIleagues in other stages, Wty in stages 2 and 5 spend the greatest 

amount of time on teaching activities, second only to faarty in stage 1, and the least 

amount of time on research activities; Wty in stages 6 and 3 spend the greatest amount 

of time on research activities, on average relative to those in other stages. The high time 

spent on teaching activities by taculty in stage 1 is probably because they are teaching 

courses for the first time and n d  additional time for preparation. Faculty in stage 6 are 

also found, on average, to spend relatively more time on administrative tasks than their 

colleagues in other stages, a re0eztion most likely of the duties that are allocated to them 

by virtue of their senior positions. 

In sum, the patterm of  variations across cana stage in the time devoted to various 

activities are consistent with those which had been earlier noted in the activities valued by, 

and of interest to, fscutty members. 

Conclusion 

This analysis by career stages has revealed that Canadian hdty members in 1985 

were quite homogeneous to each other in many aspects across career stages; in particular, 
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their variations in behaviour, perceptions and attitudes are not as diverse as suggested by 

weer development theorists. Nonetheless, the findings also show that there are definitely 

patterns with respect to which career stages almost consistently emerge at the extreme 

ends of the range of average scores. Of most relevant interest to this study is the finding 

that fsculty members in dSerent career stages differ in thdr mean scores of nurent 

productivity measures. FacuIty in stages 6 and 3 have the highest current productivity 

scores, on average, cumpared to their colleagues for both the number of books and the 

number of articles produced over the past 3 years, while fkculty in stages 5, 1 and 2 have 

the lowest mean current productivity. Similarly, on average, Wty in stages 6 and 3 have 

similar values, interests and seKperceptions, and these differ fiom those held by faculty in 

stages 5 and 2. In contrast, ficulty in stages 6 and 1 have similar perceptions of their 

organizational environment, and these differ from those held by Wty in stages 3 and 4. 

This analysis has also revealed that the relatiombip between car= stage and the variables 

included in this study is complex and not linear. 

PART THREE: DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRODUCERS AND NONPRODUCERS 

One of the most persistent 6ndings in this study and the adant literature is that 

there is a large proportion of faculty members who have very little research output in their 

entire careers. There is also a strong correlation between cumulative past performance 

and current productivity (r0.592; pcO.00 1). About 71% of the individuals who have not 

produced any articles in their entire careers up to the past 3 years, have also not produced 

any in the past 3 years; and 87% of fanrlty who have published at least one article in their 

lifetime up to the past 3 years have also published at least once in the past 3 years. 

Do faculty members who have produced at least one article in their lifetime (the 

"producers") di&r fiom colleagues who have never published (the c'nonproducers")? 
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Table A5 (Appendix A) s u m a r k s  the results oft-tests of oomparisom of means and chi- 

square tests of difkrences in distriutions between producers and nonproducers. 

Compared to nonproducers, producers are more likely to be maley older, to have 

greater seniority and H e n c e ,  to be located in unkrdies in which most fhdties offa 

graduate programs and to be found in larger, doctorate-granting departments. 

Despite these Merences in organidonal Iocatio~~~, there are only some aspects in 

which producers and nonproducers dEkr  with respect to their perceptions of their 
U 

organizational conditions- Producers, on average, fa1 that they have more research 

opportunities, policy-influencing oppoitunities and resowces available compared to 

nonproducers; nonproducers, on average, feel that the organization places more value on 

service, and that the student quality and Wty morale are better compared to that 

perceived by the producers. In addition, nonproducers t i 1  more strongly than producers 

that their teaching loads are heavier compared to their colleagues, while producers feel 

more strongly than nonproducers that their administrative loads are heavier compared to 

their colleagues. 

There are many significant differeaces between producers and nonproduca with 

respect to aspects of their professional selves. On average, compared to nonproducers, 

producers express lower interest and value for teaching and administration, higher interest 

and value for research activities, place less importance on the local eavirolment as their 

locus of attachment and as their source of seff-esteem, and mon importance on the 

discipline as their source of self-esteem, On average, compared to nonproducers, 

producers spend less time on teaching, much more time on research activities, a lower 

percentage of  their time on consulting &tiesy and have more journal subscriptions. 

Finally, Wty members who have published in the past are more likely to continue 

publishing in the present. On averagey producers have published almost four times as 
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many boob and articles in the past 3 years than have the nonproducers in the same time 

pm-od. 

In srmrmary, although nonproducers and producers are homogeneous with respect 

to their perceptions of  many aspects of orgaaizetonal cc)nditions, they an quite diffaent 

with respect to their career backgrounds, their locations, their individual interests, values, 

attachments, and the effort they expend at various academic activities. While there is 

nothing unexpected about these differences, what is clear is that producers differ fkom 

nonproducers in ways which are both numerous and significant; what this suggests is that 

producers and nonproducers are better conceptualized as belonging to two separate 

groups rather thaa seen as simply diffiahg &om each other in their productivity levels or 

other factors merely in terms of degrees. 

This finding suggests that to identi@ the determinants of variation in faculty 

productivity (as opposed to the causes of differences between those who have never 

produced anything and those who have at least one scholarly product), the analysis needs 

to focus on those who vary in actual prod~ctivay~ In other words, the anaiysis needs to be 

restricted to producers; inclusion of nonproducers in the sample would likely lead to an 

overestimation of those fhctors which are causes of differences between producers and 

nonproducen. 



CHAPTER SIX 

FINDINGS: (B) MULTIVARIATE ANALYSES 

The central tasks of this project were (i) to determiney fiom among those aspects 

of intenst to this study, the critical variables influencing productivity for & d t y  as a 

whole and for faculty at dEaent career stages, and ( i i  to compare how the strengths of 

the relationships specifically between the various aspeas of organizational firtures and the 

various facets of the profesSonal selfdiffkr across career stages. 

In brie it had been hypothesized that productivity would be a result of the 

socializing iQueace of the organidoaal environment on individuals' orientations and 

attitudes towards their profdona1 roles, which would subsequently determine the efforts 

they expend at various academic acthities Further, it it been hypothesized that the 

strength of the socialization & i s  would depend on career stagey and would be strongest 

for those individuals anticipating promotions or tenure. 

To fulfill the analytical tasks, multiple regresSon in the form of the path analysis 

method was conducted on seven models, one tor the entire sample of fhdty members, 

and one for hculty members divided into each of the six career stages. In each casey the 

sample was restricted only to those kadty members who had produced at least one 

scholarly article or book in their careers prior to the past three years. This was done in 

order to minimize the possiiility of over estirmtiag the effects of those factors which are 

also causes of differences between producers and nonproducers. Elimination of 
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nonproducers results in a decrease ia sample size by just under 2% for each of the 

aMlyses. = 
The selection of variables for the path analyses was based on theoretical and 

empirical grounds, and guided by the need for parsimony. The analyses reported in the 

previous chapter helped identi@ key variables empirically associated with productivity and 

with career stage. Of these, some were eliminated because they were strongly correlated 

with other shnilar measures. Some of the correlated variabks, were combined into single 

measures if it appeared that eliminating them would result in loss of idormatioa, After 

testing them via factor analyses, these were redefined into a slightly broader concept- 

F i y ,  some variables were included even though they appeared to have little empirical 

association with productivity because they were of essence to the test of the theoretical 

model. 

Based on these criteria, the following variables were sdected: Of the 

sociodemograpbic characteristics, genda and age; of the career background variables, 

highest degree earned, discipline, experience and cumulative past performaace; of the 

organizational location variables, the highest degree o f f d  by department as a measure of 

the department's academic dire; of the various aspects of organizational conditions, 

departmental climate,= value placed on teaching, value placed on research, opportunities 

This decision is accqtable because it eliminates pan ofthe rample based on its value (mo) for an 
indepcmknt varjable (past puf6rmanot), and in no way affiacts tbt range of scores for the depeacknt 
variable (cunest pmbcthity). In addition, &e decision is f d  to be supported when tbe results of 
path adyses art cornparod for samples in which nonpipdwms arc excluded and those in which hey 
are included: Although tk R~sqnate values wat hi* when the nonpmducas were includcd in the 
~amp1es@yuptoabout8%),~staadatd~10r~oftcgressionalsoiocreascd(byabovt lo'!%), 
suggesting that, as suspcted, inclusion of the nonptoductrs in the analyses led to a less ammk 
causal model. (See Chapter 5, page 66, for diEemcs in orgajational locations, Pcrccptions a d  
individaal cbaracterisa'cs ktwccn p m k a s  and nonpmducas which suggest that they are better 
conccpsPalized as belonging to two separate groups ratha tban trcatcd as simply differing fhm each 
other in terms of degrees.) 
Sum of pcrocption of d q m t m a t ' s  (i) intellectual atmosphere, and (ii) hcdty mode (~0.563). 
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for teaching, opportunities for research and resources available; of the profissod-self 

variables, teaching research orientation,u importance of the local 

environment for self-esteem a d  importance ofthe discipipline for sdfksteern; of activities, 

time spent on teaching, time spent on research and number of journal subscriptions. The 

dependent was current productivity, m e a d  as the total number of articles 

produced in the past 3 years. 

The empirical model used for the analysis is shown in Figure 6.1 (next page)? 

24 Sum of (i) value oftcaching and @i imma in teaching. Both load on samc foEun (Eigcaalue: 1.43). 
25 Sum of@ valu of l*Ponb and (hi bluest in nseatch. Both load on same factor (Eigenvalue: 1.38). 
26 Refix to Chapter Four for &ailed information on definitions and m~asurwncnt of variab1es. Variables 

pdhd' 'D" aredummycoded. 



Fiaun 6- 1 : Empirical Model for Path Analwis 

Teaching orientation 
Rwearcb orientation 
%If- sotmx local 
Seifsstetm~discipljne 
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The chapter is organized as follows. Fim, the path findings are presented and 

discussed thoroughly for the sample of all 111-time faculty, with attention paid to the 

strongest predictors fbr each of the endogenous variables and to the route of ef%cts on 

productivity. Second, the key predictors of productivity are compand across career 

stages. Third, sociabation e&as across career stages are studied by examining the 

influences of various measures of the organidonal enviroment on the teaching and 

research orientations of the faculty members. Finally, additional analyses Carried out to 

uncover possible masking or wnfounding &WS are reported. Discussion and 

interpretation of findings are woven throughout the report, and briefly summarked at the 

end. 

For each of the causaI models, the significant path co&cients representing the 

direct e f f i  between variables are reported in tables. The path d c i e n t s  are the 

standardized regression Mcients (Bdas) and can be interpreted as the change in the 

dependent variable in standard deviation units as a resuit of a one standard deviation 

change in the independent variable, when all other fkctors are held constant?O Direct, 

indirect and total & a s  of all variables on productivity are also reported- Indirect e f f i s  

are computed by multiplying the path w&cients for the causal paths through which the 

effect flows. Only paths which are statistically significant are used for computing the 

indirect efI'ects. Because of the high number of variables in the model conventional path 

model can be assa id  via haw dtktivc the path &ciaus arc in rcpmduchg the original 
conelatjoos between the varjablcs (Pcdbm, 1982: 597). 

29 The sample dns for each of tbe stages 1 to 5 arc n h t h d y  small cooparcd to the high number of 
variables. For these adyss ,  the level ofsisnifi- is set at 0-10; for stage 6 and for the adyses of 
the entire sample offircuty memkrs, the level is sct at 0.05. 

30 For dummy variables, a positbe path cocfEcicnt means that the e&ct is predicted for tbe category 
wbich is coded 1, while a path d t i c n t  means that the c&ct is predicted for the ref"nce 
category, Lee., the category ad& 0, 
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diagrams which include all variables are too complex for meaningful presentation and are 

not attempted- 

CAUSAL MODEL FOR ALL FULL-TIME FACULTY MEMBERS 

Effats on productivity 

Table B1 reports the significant direct e&*s on all endogenous variables?l 

Together, all the variables in the model account for about 41% of the observed variation in 

current productivity (RZ: 0.409).3* The career background variables together with the 

highest degree offered by the department account for almost 37% of the variation in 

productivity (RZ: 0.398; R2-change: 0.367).s3 Sociodemographic variables of age and 

gender contriiute about 3% Q2-change: 0.03 I), and professiod self variables wnm'bute 

1% (R2-change: 0.010). Activities and perceptions of organizational conditions have 

negligible conm'butioas. 

Taking both direct and indirect effects into oonsideration (Table Cl), variables 

with the strongest total effkts on productivity are past performance (0.617), experience 

(-0.227) and age c0.158).U Other variables which have statistically significant, but 

relatively weak d e c t s  on productivity are research orientation (0.063), importance of the 

discipline as a source of seIfksteem (0.069), gender (-0.044),W being located in the 

31 For casc of presentation, all tables an Ilreatrd in the appcndiccs, tbe letter sufk to the table number 
represents tbc appendix in which tbc WIe caa be formd, ie., Table B1 is in Gpptndix B. Table E2 
reports the zerwrdct c o ~ o n  matrix for the regression variables for this sample- 

32 M j u s t e d R ~ a r c ~  'Thisartiaicanrr*lfortbePrtifidalinnrh'onofR-spuarrdoetoa 
large number of variables in tbc mOdcL 

33 Obtained via hierarchical -on of pmdwth@ on each set of causally antardcilt components, 
and noting the change in rquate  as each additional sct is a ldd  to the equation. 

34 S m c k d i d  beta d c i e n t s  reported onlar otbcrwig spocHd Only betas dose to or greater than 
0.05 will be d&cusd, with greater anention paid to soopger betas than to the weaker ones- Note that 
all &ccts between any two variables arc those o&md when all 0 t h  vatiables are held constant 

Ss The negative sign for a dummy variable implies that the &cct is predicted fix the f&&nce category, 
in this case, for females. 
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professional fields as opposed to the social sciences (0.045), highest degree earned (0.044) 

and time spent teaching e0.040)y all of which have largely direct effects. 

Effeeb between other components in the modd 

Sociodemographic characteristics, weer background variables and the highest 

degme offered by the department account for about 1.5% to 6% of the variation in the 

various aspects of orgaclizational conditions (R",department climrte:O.O15; RzYinstitution 

values research:0.057). The strongest predictors of perceptions of organizational 

conditions are the highest degree offend by the department, disciplinary context, gender 

and expaience. Positive perceptions of departmental climate are predicted for males 

(0.089), natural and mathematical scientists (0.066) and faculty located in departments 

which offer higher degrees (0.066). The respective values pkced by the institution on 

teaching and research are best predicted by the highest degree offered, with departments 

which offer higher degrees perceived as valuing research more (0.221) and teaching less 

(-0.163). Also, compared to men, women have stronger perceptions that the institution 

values research (-0.094). The availability of teaching opportunities is best predicted by 

disciplinary location and experience; teaching opportunities are perceived to be fewer in 

the pure sciences G0.125) and the professional fields (-0.084) than in the social sciences, 

and greater for faculty with more experience (0.137). Research opportunities are 

perceived to be higher by those located in departments which offer bigher degrees (0.120), 

by men (0.099) and by those with more experience (0.091)- Resources available are also 

perceived to be higher by those located in departments which offer higher degr#s (0.138), 

and by faculty who are older (0.076).36 

The background variables and variables measuring the various aspects of the 

orgarhtional environment together account for about 4% to 18% of the vatiation in the 

- - -  - - .  

36 Most of the beta M c i e n t s  are rather weak, as arc tbe zerolorder cotfclatioxs. 
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various aspects of the profissional self (RZ,source of seIfksteem lod0.043; R27research 

oriemation:O. 180). Teaching and research orientations of the individual are best predicted 

by perceptions of what is valued by the institution ard by some of the cena background 

variables. The strongest predictor of teacbing orientation is the perception that the 

institution values research (0. lW), followed by the perception that the institution values 

teaching (0.1Zl)37 and the availability of teaching opportunities (0.108). In addition, 

fkcuIty in the humanities have stronger teaching orientations than do social scientists 

(0.10 I), as do fkculty located in departments in which lower degrees are offered (-0.096). 

The strongest predictor of research orientation is past performance (0.244) and being 

located in iastitutions perceived to value teaching (0.234). Younger faculty have higher 

research orientations than do older members (4.142), as do ficulty with higher degrees 

(0.085) and fBcuIty who feel that there are greater research opportunities available 

(0.088). 

The importance of the local environment for the source of one's self-esteem is best 

predicted by the department climate (0.099) and by perceptions of how much the 

institution values research (0.088). The importance of the discipline for source of self- 

esteem is predicted by past wormance (0.237), experience (4.117). how much the 

institution values teaching (0.119) and the highest degree offied by the department 

(0.106). 

The variables in the model account for about 6.5% to 17% of the variation in the 3 

behavioural variables included under aaivites (Rz,teaching:0.065; R2,research:O.167). 

Time spent on teaching is best predicted by teaching orientation (0.104) and by past 

performance (-0.092). Time spent on research is best predicted by perceptions of the 

availability of research opportunities in the iastitution (0.192). one's research orientation 
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(0.128), past pefioTrnSU3ce (0. 1 14) and being located in a department which off'ers higher 

degrees (0.106)- Numba of journal subscriptions is predicted by past performance 

(0.137), the importance of the discipline for source of seIf-esteem (0.1 10) and being 

located in the pure sciences as opposed to the social sciences (-0.173). 

Discussion 

Based on the s o d m ~  
* * 'on framework, it was hypothesized that the impact of 

sociodemographic characteristics, career background and perceptions of aspects of the 

organizational environment would be mediated by the profksional self variables. The 

above analysis does not support this hypothesis. The strongest detamiaaats of 

productivity are the individual's past performance (0.61 7), experience (-0.277) and age 

(-0.158). These variables influeace aumrt productivity largely directly irrespective of 

fadty  members' perceptions of their organhionat environments, their personal values 

and interests with respect to their prof40aal roles, or the time they spend on various 

academic activities. Research orientations (0.064) and the importance of the discipline as 

a source of selfksteem (0.064) also influence productivity but their effects are relatively 

weak 

The strong influence of past performance on productivity has been reported 

numerous times in the literature (e-g., Giasery 1964; Clernente, 1973; Long, 1978; Long 

and McGinnis, 1981), but there is little evidence of how this influence is transmitted. The 

psychological paspective (e-g., Glaser, 1964; Blackburn and Lawrencet 1995) suggests 

that recognition obtained for past performance provides the motivation for continued 

performance- There is evidence in the present Eindiogs that past perfonname has a 

positive & i  on the importance given to the discipline as the source of one's self-esteem, 

and that this, in tum, has positive effects on productivity. If one is to assume that the 

importance given to the discipline for the source of one's seIf-esteem is indicative of the 



recognition one receives fiom it, then one can argue that there is some support for the 

psychological perspective? In contrast, the sociologica approach (AUison and Stewart, 

1974) states that past @onnance is rewarded by the allocation of resources which then 

facilitate continued productivity- The hdinp of the above analysis do not provide 

evidence for this position- Past @onname has w effects on Mty members' 

perceptions of their teaching and research opportunities or on their perceptions of 

resources available to them in the organization The finding that past performance has a 

primarily direct influence on cumat productivity implies that its mechanism of influence 

involves variables otha than those measured by this study. It is not posaile to say what 

the sources ofdiffetences in past performance are since these relationships have not been 

addressed by this study. 

Based on the empirical findings of Blackbum and Lawrence (1995), it was 

expected that the activities variables would have strong direct e f f i s  on productivity. 

This expectation is not supported Although time spent on teaching and the effort 

expended at keeping abreast of developments in the field, as indicated by the number of 

journals subscribed to, have Statistically significant effects on productivity, these e&cts 

are weak. The time allocation measures used in this study are quite broad and it is 

possible that the reported estimates are both vague as well as inadequate measures of the 

actual effort put into these activities. Fox (1992) who uses shnilar measures also reports 

weak comlations.39 

The emphases and opportunities witbin the organhtional environment are, as 

expected, largely determined by disciplinary context and the highest degree offkred by the 

'* &me support because although past pcrforaraace does have some M i x e d  influence via these 
variables, the ovawhelming dliect is dihct 

39 Blackbum and LPwrmce (1995) use more qxcific indicators, ag, the n u m k  of grant proposal 
submitted and the number of disscrtaton committees send on, in addition to time allocation 
estimates. 
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department. Departments which o&r higher degrees are perceived to place less 

importance on teaching, more importance on research, and have more research 

opportunities and resources availahlee Such locations also have a negative e&d on the 

teaching oriemtation and a positive e&a on the research orientation of the fhdty 

member. These findings are consistent with others in the extant literature (e-g., Blau, 

1973, Blackburn and Lawrence, 1995). 

Faculty located in the humanities, the pure sciences and the professional fields 

report greater perceptions that the instihltion values research and fmer teaching 

opportunities wmpared to social scientists. This finding is understandable for the pure 

scientists and the professional fields where greater emphasis on research is expected. 

However, the finding that humanities fjlculty peneke greater emphasis on research and 

fewer teaching opportunities than the social scientists is both puzzling and contrary to 

previous findings (Wanner, Lewis and Gregorio. 198 1; Blackburn and Lawrence3 1995). 

The finding that older and more acperienced EtcuIty perceive greater opportunities 

and resources available is not surprising: their seniority in the organization probably helps 

them to h o w  how to navigate through the system, and the power that goes with it 

probably helps them to procure what they need. On the other hand, older fkd ty  have 

lower research orientations, and the experienced M t y  place less importance on the 

broader discipline for their seIf-esteem, both of which appear to be important contributors 

towards productivity. One wuid argue that the more experienced faculty place less 

emphasis on the broader discipline for recognition because they are devoting more of their 

attention to the local envuoment. However, the finding that the importance of the local 

environment also decreases for the more experienced hdty suggests that their sources of 

seKesteem lie elsewhere, perhaps in their own estimation rather than in comparisoa to 

external standards. 
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That age has a negative effect on research orientation and productivity is 

consistent with the ndaat literature (e-g-, Lawrence and Blackbum, 1985), although the 

relative contribution of this variable is slight- The finding that age has a positive effect on 

teaching orientation and on the importance given to the local environment for source of 

self-esteem, is consistent with those who suggest that passing on knowledge is more 

important for older firculty than making fbrther contributions to the knowledge base. 

Other possible explanations are that older &dty conduct less research because they f e l  

Less competent in research and are less ambitious than younger faculty (Blackbum and 

Lawrence, 1995) or that older ficulty turn t~ writiDg books rather than articles 

@lackburn, Behymer and Hall, 1978). 

The finding that men paceive better departmental climates, greater research 

opportunities and resources than women even when departmental location and experience 

are controlled suggests that women may sti l l  be having difficulties making inroads in a 

ttaditionally mate-dominated environment, although the coefficients are relatively low. In 

contrast, the finding that women have higher productivity than men when all fBctors are 

controlIed suggests that given the same environments, opportunaies and attitudes as men, 

women can at least match and digbtly better the @orm811ces of their male colleagueses 

As expected, aspacts of the o r ~ o d  environment impact upon the various 

facets of individuals' attitudes towards their academic role. Perceptions that the 

organization values or provides opportunities for r particular activity has a positive effect 

on the individual's orientation towards that activity- Howeva, it is also obsaved that the 

teaching orientations of individuals are more strongly affiected positively by their 

perceptions that the institution values research than by their perceptions that the institution 

values teaching. Similarly, research orientations are more strongly affected positively by 

perceptions that teaching is valued than by perceptions that research is valued. It is  

possible that faculty members' perceptions of their institutional demands are cdoured by 
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their own orientations, ir., that f d t y  members fed that the organization does not 

adequately d u e  those activities which they personalIy do. The fkt, however, that we do 

not find simple negative associations between these variables suggests that the explanation 

is more complex. Blackbum and Lawrence (1995) also report that interest in research did 

not predict research output but was a strong predictor for &ort given to teaching. These 

findings are punling and wed to be examined further. It is clear, however, that 

perceptions of organizational conditions do not have simple, predictable e f f i s  on aspects 

of the profasional self of acadermermcsCS 

In contrast, the relationships between research and teaching orientations and the 

time spent on these reqxctive activities are in the expected directiom. However, the 

observed e f f i  are weak Lawrence and Blackbum (1985) also report weak correlations 

between time spent on various activities and personal dues. It is possible that pnference 

for a particular activity does not get translated into time spent on it because of other 

contlicthg demands and constraints. The relationships between time spent on various 

acthities and ultimate productivity are also very weak (cf FOK 1992). Simply spending 

more time on an activity clearly is not indicative of one's success in being productive, 

attention must also be paid to whether those activities are effective. Blackburn and 

Lawrence (1995), for example, show that saving on dissertation committees and writing 

grant proposals are very effective in increasing productivity. 

In summary, the model accounts for h u t  40% of the variation in productivity, 

with past performance king by far the best predictor of current productivity. Its effkcts 

are largely independent of any of the other components of the model, all of which have 

relatively weak or negligible effects. In the next section, I compare how the key 

determinants of productivity vary with career stage. 
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CAUSAL MODELS OF P I R o D u ~  COMPARED ACROSS CAREER STAGES 

Tables B2 to B7 report the path Coesticients for the Sects on all endogenous 

variables for samples of faculty divided by career stage. Tables C2 to C7 sunrmarize the 

direct, indirect and total effects of all on produdivity. Zaoorder conelation 

matrices can be found in Tables E3 to E8. 

The variables in the model account for 34% to 4% of the variation in current 

productivity depending on career stage. Close examination of dI the causal models for 

each of the career stages makes it apparent that there are few dilfierences across stages in 

the predictors of productivity- The most striking finding is that, imspective of career 

stage, past performance remains by fkr the strongest predictor for current productivity 

with effeds betwear three to five times stronger than its nearest rivals, which are usually 

experience, age and the highest degree earned Experience and age both have negative 

effects on productivity while highest degree earned has positive e&*s, al l  largely direct. 

Other variables which have reIative1y important effects of about the same magnitude as 

experience, age and highest degree earned are: time spent teaching, which has a negative 

effect for faculty in stage one; importance of the discipline as a source of ~e~esteem,  

which has a positive effct for ficulty in stage three; teaching opportunity, which has a 

positive effkct for faculty in stage 4; and being located in the humanities and the 

professional fields as opposed to the social sciences, which have positive effkcts for faculty 

in stage5 

The second miking finding, which is related to the first, is that, con- to the 

expectations from a socialization hmework, the organizational aspects variables and the 

profeSSona1 self variables contribute almost negligibIy to the model, and the activities 

variables have weak e f f i  at best. In other words, although there is strong evidence that 

faculty members in different career stages have M i  current productivity rates 

(Chapter S), these differaces are overwhelmingly a reflection of their Merences in past 
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productivity. This finding, though contrary to theoretical expectations, is not altogether 

surprising given the fist that examiaation of mean scores had found ftw differences across 

stages in Wty members' perceptions of their organkational conditions, their various 

facets of the profasiod self or in the activities thy engage in (Chapter 5). 

Thus, current productivity of Wty members is not due to the transmission of 

organbtiod influences via their impact on aspects of the profkssional selt However, 

based on the path d c i e n t s  obsened, it does seem that perceptions of the 

organizational conditions do have a socializing influence, to varying degrees, on the 

teaching and research orientations of the Wty members, even though these influences do 

not get transmitted to ultimate productivity. In order to test whether these influences do 

vary as predicted by the career stage contingency h e w o r k  of socialization, the effms 

of various organizational features on teaching and research orientations of hdty 

members were examined and compared across career stages. The hdings are presented 

in the next section 

COMPARISON OF SOCULIZATION EFFEcrs ACROSS CAREER STAGES 

Tables Dl and D2 report the standardized and the unstandardized regression 

coefficients for the effects of various oqanhional features on the teaching and research 

orientations of fhdty members for each cana stage, holding constant all 

sociodemographic and career background fkctors as well as disciplinary context? The 

e f f i s  of past performance and the highest degree earned are aha included so that these 

can be compared to the effects of the perceptions of the organizational conditions. The 

standardized coeffcients (Betas) allow one to determine which are the strongest e f f i s  

Discip~~~ntwdis~t~udedagppnoftbco~onalfeahucsbecauseitisaratbcrdifhrs 
and broad measure of contad, and for this analysis, I am specifically interested in the effects of the 
immediate work cnvitonmcnt 
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for a particular career stage, and the unstandatdized coefficients (b's) allow one to 

compare the strength of effects for a given variable across career stages. 

On the basis of Schein's (1971) argument that the influence of the organization on 

the individual would be greatest for those most eager to be accepted into the organization 

and for those eager to be promoted to the next stage, it had been hypothesized that 

socialization &kc& would be strongest for M t y  in the early career stages, i-e., in stages 

1 and 2, and for those anticipating promotion to fhll professor ranks in the near future, i-e., 

f a d t y  in stage 4. In contrast, it was hypothesized that fadty in stages 3,s and 6 would 

be the least vulnerable to socialization e f f i .  

The findings provide little support for these expectations. 

Examining effects on teaching orientations (Table Dl), first, we note that more of 

the organhtional aspects (four) impact on faRlty in stages 4 and 6 than on faculty in 

other stages (three or less). This finding is as expected for fsarlty in stage 4, who had 

been hypothesized to be one of the groups wlnerable to socialization pressures, but it is a 

surprising finding for & d t y  in me 6. 

Second, closer examination of the relative effects across career stages of each of 

the organilational features separatdy shows that the strongest e&*s are not obtained 

consistently for any particular career stages31 For example, highest degree offered by 

department impacts most strongly on faculty in stage 1; the perception that the institution 

values teaching has no e f f i  on fjlcuty in stage 1 but impacts most strongly on f'aculty in 

stage 3; and perception that the institution values research impacts most strongly on 

facuity in stage 2. 

- - 

41 Comparing the Maandnrdind cacfEaents across stages for a given organizational variable- 
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Third, there is no single orgarhtional feature which consistently has the strongest 

effkcts on the teaching orientatioas for all Wty members.42 For example, the strongest 

predictor of teacbing orientation of faarty in stage 1 is the highest degree offad by the 

department, for fkculty in stages 2,3,4 and 6 it is the perception that the instiMion values 

research, and for fkculty in stage 5 it is the availability of resources. 

Similar findings are obtained upon -on of the efFiects on the research 

orientations of fkcuIty in various stages. F i  more of the orgenizational aspects (four) 

again impact on fBCUIty in stage 6 than on fsculty in other stages (three or less). T h i s  

Wing is again contrary to expectations. 

Second, it is once again observed that there is no consistency as to which of the 

stages are most strongly affected by all the organbtional features. However, it is also 

noted that for those organhtioaal features which impact on most of the career stages, 

i-e., perceptions that the institution values teaching, perceptions that the institution values 

research and perceptions of research opportunities available, the strongest impacts are on 

faculty in stage 2. This is as expected since it bad been hypothesized that ficuity in stage 

2 would be responsive to organizational pressures in order to get out their transitory stage 

and attain either tenure (for untenued associate professors) or promotion (for the tenured 

assistant professors). 

Third, it is observed again that Wty in different stages have diflFerent sets of 

predictors for research orientation However, out of all the organizational features, the 

strongest predictor for each stage is the perceived value of teaching in the institution, 

which in this case, has (puzzling as before) positive effkcts on the research orientations of 

the faculty members. In comparison, for faculty in stages 2 and 3, past performance is a 

stronger predictor of research orientation t h  any of the organizational features. 

42 Comparing the m m b d i d  betas aaon organizational variab1es within a given stage. 
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In summay* this analysis provides no support for the expectation that ficuIty 

members in certain career stages will be consistently more minerable to the socializiag 

e f f i s  of their organizational enviroments than individuals in other stages. The relative 

strength of the eff- of a particufar fame of the organization depends partly on career 

stage but also on the actual fbature itsee some are more important for fhculty in particuIar 

stages than they are for Wty in other stages. In addition, teaching orientations and 

research orientations depend on differemt sets oforganirational conditions, and these vary 

depending on career stage. This examination has shown that separate analyses by career 

stage are important for unraveling the relationships between perceptions of organizational 

conditions and their effects on work orientations. However, this analysis has also shown 

that the observed differences in the effkcts of organizational features at each career stage 

cannot be explained simply by the incentives or anxieties of boundary passages as 

theorized by Schein (1 971). 

UNCOVERING ~ M A S ~ G  AM) CONFO~DING EFFEcrs 

All analyses conducted so far have persistently shown that, in the face of past 

performance and other career background aspects such as experience and academic 

qualifications3 o r ~ t i o n a l  features have little influence on the productivity of fkculty 

members. This finding is not only contrary to theoretitxi expectations, but goes against 

convincing longitudinal evidence in the literature of the e f f i s  of organizational context 

on productivity (e-g, bog ,  1978; Long, Allison and McGirmis, 1979; Long and 

McGinnis, 198 1). 

One possibility is that the effects of organizational influences on productivity are 

being masked by some variable which has not been controlled for in these analyses- The 

socialization literature states that socialization influences are strong within organizations 

which have clear norms and expectations (Wheeler* 1966), and conversely, weaker in 
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organizations unable to transmit their norms clearlyY The measures available in the current 

dataset did not allow me to di&rentiate among orga&ations on this basis. However, 

using academic reputation as a proxy for an orgiuhtion's degree of norm clarity, faculty 

members were separated into two samples, those located in univetSities which their 

members felt had very high academic reputations across Canada (N = 396), and those 

located in universities which their members felt had poor reputations across Canada (N = 

301). The assumption was that highly rqutabie universities would be determined to 

maintain their status and so would be more clear about their expectations and demands on 

their fadty  mexnbers than universities with less at stake. Thus, socialization e f f i s  

should be stronger in the former locales than the latter. 

Comparison ofthe mean scores ofthe two samples (Table A6) indicates that there 

are significant differences among them of the career backgrounds of the faculty* their 

perceptions of organizational conditions, aspects of their profe~sional se& the time they 

spend on teaching and their current productivity. Compared to their coUeagues ia 

universities with poor reputations, individuals located in the very highly reputable 

universities, on average, are older, more experienced, have stronger past performance 

records, are more likely to be located in departments which offer doctoral education, have 

more positive evaluations of theu departmental climates, have stronger perceptions that 

their institutions value research, fed that there are more teaching and research 

opportunities and resources available, have higher teaching and research orientations, 

place greater importauce on both the local environment and the discipline for self-esteem, 

spend more time on teaching, and have higher productivity. The only variables on which 

the two groups are similar are their academic qualifications, their perceptions of theu 

institution's value of teaching, the time they spend on research and the number of journals 

they subscni to. 
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Path analysis results (Tables B8 and B9r3 and comparisons of direct and indirect 

e f f i s  (Tables C8 and C9) show that the key detemhnts of productivity are the same 

for both groups. Past paformace has the strongest total e&ct for both groups (0.582 

for faculty in high reputation universities and 0.640 for faculty in low reputation 

universities), foflowed by experience (-0.299 for fhdty in high reputation universities and 

-0.291 for fBculty in low reputation universities), both ofwhich have largely direct effects. 

Examination of the organizational infIuences on the teaching and research 

orientations of f h l t y  members, however, showed that the socialization influences were 

indeed more numerous and generally stronger for faculty located in the highly reputable 

universities than for the faculty located in the lesser universities (Table D3). The highest 

degree offefed by the department, the perceived department climate, and perception that 

the institution values teaching had no significant effects on the teaching orientations of 

faculty in low reputation universities but were significant for faculty in high reputation 

universities. Similarly, perception that the institution values teaching, perception that the 

institution values research and availability of research opportunities all had more 

significant and stronger & x t s  on the research orientations of fBCUIty in high reputation 

universities than on those in low reputation universitiesY The only exception to this 

general pattern was the findings that perceptions that the -on values research had 

stronger effects on the teaching orientations of Wty located in low reputation 

universities than for faculty in highly reputable universities. 

This test provides support for the argument that, to some extent at least, 

organizational e f f i s  are being masked because strong e f f i s  in some organizations are 

43 Zetolorder correlation matrix is in Tables E9 and E10. 
44 Comparison of mmdadhd d c i e n t s  acroa samples. 
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being cancelled out by weak e&cts in other organjzati011~ which differ in theoretically 

important ways. 

Another reason why orpnhtionaI effects are so i n e f f i  is that it was not 

possible in this study to separate out past @ommace from the organizational contad. 

Comparison of mean scores for seniority and atperienoe for this sample (Chapter 5 and 

Table A2) had indicated that there is little mobility among Canadian faarty members. 

Thus, for most of the sample, much of the past performaace had occurred within the 

current location ExamiLLati0r-i of the variables measuring faculty members' perceptions of 

departmental changes in the past five years (Table A2) had indicated that, although there 

was some perception of a slight increase in student demands and emphasis on research 

performance and a slight decrease in fbdty  morale in the past five years, by and large, 

there were few changes in departmental context. Hence, if the departmental context in the 

past was not much Werent fkom the current context, and if most of one's past 

performance bad occurred in the same locadoa, then the two measures are surely 

confou11deci. Statistically, this means that the of past performance on current 

productivity would be overestimated while those of orgmiational context would be 

attenuated. Long (1978) warns against this possiiility. 

Two of the ways in which such confow1ding &ects can be separated are by, either 

(i) separating out past pafonnance into that component which occurred prior to joining 

the present organization, and that which occwred while in the present organization, or (ii) 

by restricting the sample to those individuals who have not been in the present 

orgarhtion for more than 3 years.45 The former was not possible given the meawes 

available in the study; however, the latter exercise was attempted by separating faarty 

4s S i n a  past pdormancc is measmcd by the total nrmba of articles written prior to the past 3 years, and 
cwrent productivity is measured as the total number of articles written during the past 3 years. 
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with less than three years in the present o r g a o n  ("newcomers") fiom the rest o f  the 

sample. The effkcts of past performance on current productivity, teaching and research 

orientations were compared for the newcomers and the entire sample offidhime fidty, 

controlling for all sodademographic, career background, organidonal context, 

profdonal self and activities variables. If coafoundiag t&as are present, the findings 

should indicate a lower influence of past paformame on cumnt productivity and 

orientation variables for the newcomers (since no influences of the cumat organizational 

environment are present in it) than for all the M-time &cuIty- 

The findings (Table D4) showed that the f l i c t s  of past performance on current 

productivity were stdl strong for both ~amples~~~ but were slightly lower for the 

newcomers (0.683) than for the sample of all fbll-time fkdty (0.761). More salient 

results were obtained for the e f f i s  on teaching and research orientations. For teaching 

orientations, past performance had no significant effect (0.174) but was significant for the 

sample of all 11l-time Wty (-0.342). For research orientation, the e W  of past 

performance was almost halfthe size for the newcomers (0.570) and less highly significant 

(pC0.05) than for the sample of all fbU-time fbculty (1 -3 13, ~ 0 . 0 0  1). 

Thus, this exercise suggests that at least some of the effects of past performance 

that were obsemd in the above analyses could have been due to the codomding &ects 

of past performance and organkational environment. 

SUMMARY 

The results indicate that there are few differences across career stages in the causal 

models ofpr~ducthity~ with productivity in all cases overwhelmingly being daermined by 

past performancey experiencey and academic qualifications, with almost negligiile 

influences due to perceptions of organhtional enviro~ment, aspects of the professional 
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self and activities engaged in. Organizational environment aspects were found to have 

significant influences on teaching and research orientations offhcuty members in all career 

stages but these &ectS did not follow any apparent pattem and were not as hypothesized. 

The findings did not provide support for either the broad socialization Eramework or for 

the more Jpecific career stage contingency thesis of- * t 

*on The r d t s  are contrary 

to convincing longitudinal studies which demonstrate the causal e f f i  of orgaukational 

context on productivity. Additional analyses suggest that masking and confounding of 

e f f i s  may explain at least partly why organizational effeas are not observed in the 

present study. 



CHAPTERSEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this study was to d e  and compare the relative saliencies and 

relationships of key fictors impacting on the publication activity of Canadian faculty 

members at different stages in their academic car- in 1985. The literature provides 

convincing evidence through longitudinal studies that organizational context has a causal 

impact on faculty productivity (Long, 1978; Long, AUison and McGinais, 1979; Long and 

McGinnis, 1981), and that individuals' behaviom depend on their assessments of 

organizational demands and expectations (BIacbum and Lawrence, 1995; Corwran and 

Clark, 1984; Lawrence and Blackburn, 1985; Blau, 1973; Glaser, l964), and the nature of 

social interaction opportunities provided within organizations (Blau, 1973; Reskin, 1979; 

PeL and Andrews, 1976). Much ofthis evideace provides indirect support for the thesis 

that socialization is a key mechanism by which organizations impact on faculty behaviour. 

However, apart fiom research examining the impact of one's graduate school, there are no 

systematic tests of the applicability and the utility of the sociahation thesis in 

understanding variations in faarty productivity across all stages of the academic career 

process. 

For the present study, the central propositions of socialization theorists (Brim and 

Wheeler, 1966; Scfiein, 1971) were synthesized and integrated with key empirical findings 

from the faculty productivity literature to provide a conceptual h e w o r k  for the causal 

analysis of fhculty productivity which takes into account the sociodemographic and career 
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backgrounds of Wty members, their perceptions of their organizatonal emrironrnents, 

their professional role orientations and intefe~ts~ and the behaviours they engage in 

Based on the m d m t ~  . - 
'on hnewo& the general hypothesis was that Wty 

members' sociodemographic and career backgrounds, and their perceptions of their 

organizational environments would influence their profssional role orientations and 

attitudes, which in tum, would detamim the activities they chose to engage in, and 

thereby influence their productivityctivity In addition, based on the career stage contingency 

thesis of organizational socialization, it was hypothesized that the strength of the 

organizational environment's influence: on the faculty members' profdona1 self would 

depend on career stage, and would be stronger for individuals in early stages of their 

careers or for those anticipating tenure or promotion in the near W e .  

The findings, b a d  on the results of path analyses, provide no support for either 

the socialization thesis or its career stage contingency component as tested by the 

measures included in this study. 

Although the causal model accounted for a relatively impressive 40% of the 

variation in Wty productivity, only a handful of career background variables were 

responsible for the bulk of the &ect. In particular, past performance was by far the 

strongest influeace, followed generally by experience, academic qualifications and age. 

DiflFereaces in perceptions of organizational environment, aspects of the professional self 

and activities made negligible contri'kitons towards explaining variations in cumm 

productivity. Although socializing influences of the organizational environment on 

professional role orientations were present, they had neither any ultimate impact on 

productivity, nor did they vary in any consistenf predictable manner across career stages. 

These &dings are not only contrary to theoretical expectations, but go against 

much convincing evidence in the literatwe which indirectly suggests that socialitation is a 

mechanism worthy of considering when examining how organizational contexts impad on 
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individuai behaviour. In light of tbis evidence from the literature, and the fact that (i) this 

study is the first attempt in the fkcufty productivity literature to use multivariate analysis 

and causal modeling to test the socklidon thesis, and O tbat the measures included in 

the study are constrained by the use of secondary data, one should strongly hesitate to 

conclude that the applicability and the utility of the socialization thesis in understanding 

kculty productivity ought to be discarded on the basis of this study. 

In the ensuing discussion, by critically aCamining the findings of this study, its 

limitations are uncovered, and the question is raised of whether the socialization thesis has 

been f a y  tested by this study. This exploration is interwoven with suggestions for how 

the empirid study could be improved as well as areas in which firrther theoretical 

elaboration is reqyked. The chapter concludes with the implications of this study for the 

h e  theoretical and empirical agenda for research in EacuIty productivity. 

A CWMCAL E%AM~ATION OF THE FINDINGS 

The appannt lack of socialization effects on fBculty productivity raises a host of 

questions that desewe fiuther exploration. F i  with career background fkctors 

controlled, why did perceptions of the ootganidonal context have no impact on 

productivity? Additional analyses undertaken in this study indicate that one of the reasons 

may be the inability to control for dSiences in theoretically important o r g d t i o n a l  

characteristics. The degree of clarity of organitrttiod norms and the organizations' 

capacities to transmit them clearly are explicitly stated as being important conditions for 

socialization to be effdve (Wheeler, 1966). Due to the limitations of the measures 

available in the secondary dataset utilized for this study, it was not possible to control for 

such diffefences, and this may have partly contri'buted to the lack of observed effkcts. The 

empirical task, thus, is to ensure that such theoretically important differences are 

adequately measured and incorporated as controls in the research design. Blau (1973) 
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states that fkculty work is orgaDLed more dong the professional model than the 

bureaucratic model- It is plauslile that performance norms in academic institutions are 

more Likely implicit than formally stated or written, although the extmt to which this is 

true would also depend on particular locations- Thus, uncovering and measuring these 

differences may be more of a chaileage in researching academic institutions than other 

locales* 

A related Limitation is the possibility that the measures of organizational conditions 

used in this study were inadequate. Most ofthe literature which examines the influence of 

context on productivity is American, and uses as its measure of context the prestige rating 

of the department. This particular variable could not be included in the present study 

because such ratings do not exist for C a m i h  academic institutions. The other problem 

is that prestige is a rather gross measure subsuming a whole host of contextual variables 

such as physical resources' auence,  student quality, enrobents, and reputation, to name 

a few. Unfortunately fw studies actually test the degree to which prestige is related to 

any of these factors, and the extent to which any of them impact on productivity. It is 

possible that the range of measures of organizational context included in this study was 

not broad enough. 

It is also possible that the measures were, to some degree, inappropriate. For 

example, the measures of teaching and research opportuaities used in this study were 

based on respondents' reports of their s a t i ~ o n s  with each of these opporrunities in 

their organization; Pelr and Andrews (1976) report that the actual provision of 

opportunities may not reflect satisfitdon with those opportunities. It had also been noted 

in the present study that there were some puzzling relationships between perceptions of 

the institutional value of a particular activity and the personal value attached to those 

activities. The possibility was raised that individuals' reports of institutional values might 

have been coloured by their o m  biases towards a partidar activity (Chapter 6). 
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The empirical implication ofthis is, as always, for researchers to rigorously ensure 

the validity of all measures. One of the! ways in which this can be accomplished is by 

statistical triangulation- For example, aggregate scores of fiom the same 

institution on a particular variable m y  be wed as a measure of that variable in addition to 

individual scores (cf. Blau, 1973). Wildly divergent individual scores may then be 

identified, and one can test whether the relatiombips for these individuals are dif5erent in a 

theoretically meanin@ way, or whether they are simply abermat anomalies. 

The other way of increasing the validity of measures and findings is through 

methodological triangulation (Denziri, 1989). Perhaps wwey research is not the best way 

of coUeCtitlg data on people's socialization influences and motivational forces. Much of 

the faculty productivity literature with a lean towards a socialization explanation have 

utilized in-depth interview techniques (e.g., Lawrence and Blackburn, 1985; Corcofan and 

Clark, 1984; Braskamp, Fowler and Ory, 1982). 

Another reason unearthed by the additional analyses undertaken in the study for 

the observed lack of effects of orpizatioaal context on productivity is the possible 

attenuation of organizational eE'ects, and the simultaneous overestimation of past 

performance effkcts, to some degne at least, due to a confounding relationship between 

the two. Long (1978) cautioned against this possiirlity in cross-sectional research, and 

both advised, and himself undertook, longitudinal analysesses Given the constraints of 

conducting longitudinal research, a more faible solution would be to ensure that any 

measures of past performance can be accurately partitioned into those components which 

occurred prior to joining the wrrnt organization and those which have occurred during 

- - -  

47 wb-gmup of individuals $such mb-gmping is thamically q u i d ,  for example, in the present 
study, bY==-ges, 
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one's tenure there. k this study it was not possible to do so because such breakdowns 

were not available in the secondary dataset used. 

In sum, the main reason why organizational & i s  on productivity were not 

obxmd is due to the empirical limitations of the curnot study, imposed on it primerily by 

the constraints of using secondaqr data. PossiMe masking of effects due to the inability to 

adequately wntrol for theoretically important vmaRables, having a restricted number of 

measures of organitatonal context, some of which may be of questionable validity, and 

some degree of attenuation ofe&as due to the possible confounding of relationships may 

all have contributed, at least in some part, to the lack of observed effms. 

The second question which arises is: Why were the differences in the socialkation 

influences of perceived organizational conditions on the orientations of individuals across 

career stages not as predicted by Schein's (1971) conceptual scheme of motivations 

arising from boundary passage events? 

One of the salient findings of this study was that, in addition to their own 

standards, faculty members place great importance on, at least, both the local environment 

and the discipline at large for their sources of self-esteem. Thus, it is very likely that 

although faculty members in specific career stages may be vulnerable to organizational 

demands when anticipating promotion or tenure, these are not the only forces driving their 

orientations and attitudes to their profbond activities. Hence, there is no simple, 

predictable relationship between career stage and Jociolisation e & a s  if prediction is based 

on Schein's conceptual scheme which focuses solely on the motivating power of attaining 

tenure and promotion without payiag due attention to other sources of recognition which 

evidently play an important role in motivating Wty members. This appears to be true 

for at least fkd ty  members, and probably for other professiods for whom other 

important sources of motivation and rmgnition adst besides those offered by the 

organizational career ladder. 
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The sociakation thesis states that socialization & i s  depend on the locus of 

attachment of the individual (Wheeler, 1966). For the sample of academics used in this 

study, the findings indicate that they are all, for the most past, very strongly attached to 

their discipline and quite strongly attached to their local ebvifonments (Table A2, variable: 

locus of attachment). Thus, the lack of support for the career stage contingency thesis 

appears to be due to a limitation of the applicability of Schein's boundary passage madel 

to the special case of academics, who are clearly highly ''wsrnopolitan" iainviduals as well 

as "organizational men (and women)." The theoretical chailenge is to M e r  elaborate 

Schein's model by taking these special conditions into account. 

The third question is: Although f h l t y  members do, to varyiDg degrees, respond 

to their perceptions of organization demands by holding appropriate values, why is it that 

these role orientations have Iittle impact on their ultimate productivity? 

One ofthe reasons for this may be that there are other demands on the individual, 

for example, family and domestic responsibilities, which conflict with professional 

demands. Similarly, there may be external constraints both on the individual as well as the 

organitation which have restrictive results. Such constraists may include, for example, the 

external fimding available or the number of outlets available for publishing; these in turn, 

may be determined by, among a host of other Won, disciplinary field, and the societal 

priority and reievance of one's research topic" 

Theoretically, thus, it is important to consider the relationship between the 

organization and the individual as part of the broader structure of relationships, wmecting 

not just individuals with others both within and outside thc organization, but also 

48 For example, at the time that the data for this study was allected, fcdcnl funding aYailabIe through 
NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engbedng Research Couacil) was just over S3WM, compared to just 
under SdOM through SSHRC (Social Scie~lte~ and Humanities Research Council) (Govunment of 
Canada, 1988). Tht scietlct and technology fields, as opposed to tbe liiral arts, also receive much 
hdiag fiom private iodustry (Gregor and Jasmin, 1992). 
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connecting both individuals and organizations with societal institutions of which the 

academic institution and enterprise form only one particular as- 

The above discussion suggests that hypothesized relationships were not found due, 

in part at least, to some important empirical limitations of the prwent study- Given these 

limitations, it is fair to say that although no support for the socialization thesis was found, 

as tested by this study, there is also no evidence to refute the possibility that socialization 

may still be the key mechanism by which organizational contexts influence faarty 

productivity. A &er test is clearly desemed. 

~~PLIcATIONS FOR THE FACULTY PRODUCTNITY RESEARCH AGENDA 

The above exploration indicates that certain aspects of the organizational 

sociabtion thesis, at least as understood by this author, need d e r  elaboration to 

increase the appficability of the thesis to the study of academics in academic instituti0n.s. 

One such necessity is to spedfy how much influence an academic organization can have 

through its powers to bestow local awards on academics given that their affiliatom and 

sources ofrecognition extend beyond the confines of the organizational locales. 

Furthermore, it is necessary to identiQ other relevant sources of socialization and 

to elaborate under which conditions the organizational infIuences win be salient and when 

influences &om other sources will dominate. For example, evidence for the continued 

influence of academic qualifications on the profdod role orientations of faculty 

members even at higher stages (Chapter 6) suggests that socialization influences arising 

from graduate training are deep-seated and probably pose some resistance to the abiiity of 

the organization to shape its members. Thus, any influence that the organization is going 

- - - -  - - -  - 

49 The theoretical model of Blrlrbarn and Lawrence (1995) makes an imporfant contn ion  in this 
regard Udortunately, the influeaces of these btaadcr aspects remain untested due to lack of data. 
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to have in shaping the orientations of its faculty members must be recognized as re- 

-&tion in the face of earlier socialization. 

These diftiiiences in prior smiabtion experiences may help us understand 

differences in past paformance, a critical determinant of productivity Some have argued 

that past pafonnance results in recognition which maintains the motivation for fbture 

productivity (e-g., Blackbum and Lawrence, 1995; Ghser, 1964). Others argue that past 

pefiofmance results in the allocation of rewards which subsequently fscilitates continued 

productivity (Allisan and Stewart, 1974). However, there are no systematic explorations 

into the sources of differences in past @ormance or of the mechanism by which it 

influences current productivity. The contribution which this study makes to this particular 

question is that past performance does not influence productivity through any of the 

variables included in this study. What are the roles of the various social institutions and 

relationships, for example, the fhdy, the education system and peer group relationships, 

to name a few, in detetmining the performance capacities of individuals? And, what are 

the relative contributions of these possible sources in contrast to the "sacred spark" ? 

Understanding these relationships will make a significant contri"butio11 to the faculty 

productivity literature, and should be given priority in the fbture research agenda in fBcuIty 

productivity. 

In summaryy I call for fiuther elaboration of the sociabation thesis in order to 

make it more applicable to the academic context, and a more methodologically sound test 

of this thesis than was possible by the present study. I also call for a fbrther understanding 

of prior socialization experiences and their cotlsequences so that all these influences and 

their relationships can be assessed togetbet. Anything less would be too simplistic. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTIVE PROFILES 



-gmmd- 
. - ValidN %* 

GENDER 5033 99.5 
M e  4162 82-7 
F d e  87 1 17.3 

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF FAMILY OF ONGIN 4907 97.0 

Wealthy 390 8.0 
MAEUTAZI STATUS 5015 99.1 

h@ried 3935 78.5 
Not married lOSO 21.5 

DISCIPLINE 4948 97.8 
Math/ Natural Sciences 1001 20.2 
SocialScic~ces 1151 23.3 
H ~ t i c s  628 12.4 
Arts 1% 4.0 
Prodissiod Applied Sciences 1972 39.9 

TENURE STATUS SO60 100 
Not tmuffd 1103 21.8 
T u  3957 78.2 

HIGHEST DEGREE EARNRl 5035 99.5 
Less tban Bachelor's 9 0.2 
BaclleIds 75 1.5 
F'i-onal- 109 2.2 
Mastu's 806 16.0 
Gradpate proficssional degree 258 5.1 
Ph D. 3778 75.0 

RANK 5051 99.8 
P m f i t  1801 35.7 
Ass0Ciatt-f 1914 37.9 
~p~~ 1001 19.8 
LAchuer 108 2-1 
Insauetor 45 0.9 
Othtt& 165 3.3 
No rank designation I7 0.3 



Table A1 continued,. . - 

1298 25.7 
REGION 5054 99.9 

Atlantic 
Quebec 
ontali0 
West 14% 29.6 

DEPARTMENT SIZE (mean = 20-41; SD = 13 .03) 5034 99.5 

More tban 40 570 11.3 
HIGHEST DEGREE OFFERED BY DEPARTMENT 5029 99.4 

Doctorate 245 1 48.7 
For the vmioble as a whole, percentage rcpmed = (valid Natal sample size) x 1W?a For each of the 

categories d a  variable, the pcroeatage reported = (coont for categoryhahd N) x lOOYr 
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Tabie A 2  Means and Standard Devrahons. S * .  amde of aU Faculty Membets (N= 5OfQ 

BACKGROUND 
Age sodo (100) 45.82 8.17 46 23 - 70 
E~perien~e 4944 (97.7) 14.30 8.24 16.00 0-41 
Seniority 5060 (100) 12.57 753 17.00 0-41 
Pastpebotmanct 5060 000) 18.54 2421 0.00 0-1% 
P a s t P c r f ~ ~ ~ a t ~  SO60 (100) 1.524 2.28 0.00 0 - 37 
ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES 
Teaching c&lixtivcaess 
Scholatly plblim-ons 
Service 5060 (100) U.18 3.62 12 3 -21 
RESOURCES AVAILABLE 5060 (100) 38.57 9-73 38.00 10 - 70 

high=bcaerIating 
DEPARTMENTAL CWMATE high = more pitive 
Studentqnality 4828 (95.4) 4.39 1-41 5.00 1-7 
IntellectUalabmJspb~ 5037 (99.5) 4.16 1.54 4.00 1-7 
Facultymode 4989 (98-6) 3.71 1.58 3.00 1-7 
UMVERSITY CLlMATE high = more positive 
Sense ofiastitmio~lal prick 4848 (95.8) 4-15 1-62 4.00 1-7 
SenseofiAtatity 4819 (95.2) 4-04 1-74 5.00 1 - 7  
FacuItyimrOhzmeat 4526 (89.4) 426 1.55 4.00 1-7 

1-tY 4725 (93.4) 4.81 1.35 5.00 1-7 
50 (100) 19.13 6.08 20.00 5 -35 

high = greater 
Teaching 
Research 
Policy-influacing (100) 8-58 2.34 9.00 3 - 15 
COMPARATIVE WORKLOADS high = h i g h  

48% (96.8) 326 1-16 3.00 1-5 
DEPARTMENTAL CHANGES IN 4040 (100) 1 h i g b = i n c m l s e ~  
PAST FIVE YEARS Pasthyears 
Sbrdent- 3017 (74.7) 18.49 3.13 16.00 4-28 
Faculty morale 4017 (99.4) 3.17 132 3.00 1-7 
Emphasis OII mrcbiagperZbrmrmct 4038 (99.9) 4.14 1.13 4.00 1-7 
E~~~~)ursis~rcstarchDcrformanc~ 4008 (99.2) 4.99 123 4.00 1-7 

.., Tabie A2 contirmes onnextpage .-- 
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Table A2 continued -. . . 

vs l id~p~)*   am SD  ode - 4 ~  

PERSONAL VALUES high=~nmeimportant 
Tmching effi3ctircass 4868 (96-2) 5.83 1.08 6 . 0  1-7 
Scholar& publica!i011s 4862 (96.1) 5-82 1.07 6-00 1 - 7  
Service 5060(100) 13.01 323 12-00 3 -21 
INTERESTS high=mortimportam 
Teaching 
Research . * 
-01t U)60 (100) 7.9L 2-99 8-00 2 - 14 
SOURCE OF SELF-ESTEEM high = mote important 

~iscip~int  5060 imoj 15-44 4-44 21-00 3 -21 
LOCUS OF ATI'AC)IMENT high=stronger - - 

Local 5060 (100) 10.25 2.68 12.00 2 - 14 
C ~ s m ~ ~ ~ l i t a n  5021 (99.21 6.20 1.05 7-00 1-7 
CAREER EVALUAnON 5060 (100) 9-53 3.16 14-00 high= more positive 

2-14 
VIEWOFUNAERSW 5027 (993) 5.79 1.13 6.00 high = more positive 

1 - 7  

ACTMTIES 
Teaching -1 5060 (100) 23-43 1328 20-00 0 - 133 
w h ( h t s / w = k )  - .  Sodo (100) 12-73 10.58 10.00 0-90 
-hrtits(hrsk&) 5060 (100) 6.98 8-55 2-00 0 -60 
Consulting (O/o of wodr lime) 5060 (100) 8-45 10.14 5.00 0 - 70 
Journalsubscriptions j060 (100) 4.50 3-15 3.00 0 -45 
CURRENT PRODUCTMTY 
Articles in past 3 years 5060(100) 5.47 6-96 0.00 0 1% 
Booksinpast3ytars sodo(100) 050 1.24 0.00 0 -36 

Maynotkexaxduetotomrdiag Ekrcuuagcrepofted=(VaIidN/totalramplesiP)x100.h 



Table A3: Frwencv Distributions of Facully bv Career St- 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 
(N=839) (N = 462) (N = 509) (N = 717) (N = 482) (N = 1774) 

Valid N % @ Valid N % * Valid N % * Valid N % * Valid N % * valid N % * 
GENDER 836 99.6 460 99,6 505 9 9  713 99,4 480 99.6 1762 993 
Male 
Female 

uncertainty coeficient, u (dependen~=carecr stage) = 0,208; chi-square = 325.7, df (5), p = ,00000 
FAMILY'S S@S 813 %.9 447 96.8 494 97.1 698 97.4 466 96.3 1725 97.2 
Poor 24 3 ,O 17 3 8  21 4.3 31 4,4 30 6,4 112 6.5 
Just below average 230 28.3 134 30.0 178 36,O 236 33.8 148 3 1 3  565 32.8 
About average 255 31.4 152 34.0 130 26.3 219 31.4 128 27.5 546 31-7 
Just above average 294 362 144 32.2 16 1 32.6 204 29.2 IS9 3 4 1  491 283 
Wealthy 9 1.1 0 0 4 0.8 8 1.1 1 0,2 I I 0 6  

somef s d (dependent=career siage) = -0.060; chi-square = 80.64, df (39,  p = 0,00002 
HIGHEST DEGREE 839 100 459 99.4 507 99.6 713 99,4 477 99.0 1764 99.4 
Less than bachelor's 3 0.4 
BacheIof s degrec 25 3 3  
Fitst professional 32 3.8 
Master's degree 187 22,3 
Graduate professional 70 8.3 
Ph, D. 522 62.2 

saner's d (dependent = career stage)= 0,285; chi-square = 326.67, df (H), p = ,00000 
MARITAL STATUS 835 99.5 457 98.8 502 98.6 712 99,3 477 99,O 1756 99.0 
Married 559 66.9 345 75.5 376 74.9 568 79.8 383 80.3 1509 85,9 
Not mamed 276 33,l 112 24.5 126 25.1 144 20,2 94 19,7 247 14.1 

uncertainty coefficient, u (dependent=career stage) = 0.0083; chi-square = 132.84,1(35), p = 0.00000 
. . , Table A3 continues on next page , , , 

For variable, percentage reporled = (Valid N/sample sin) x lW/ot For categories, percentage reported = (count for category/valid N) x 100%. 



Table A3 contiwed . . . 
Slage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6 
(N=839) OJ = 462) (N = 509) (N = 717) (N = 482) (N a 1774) 

Valid N % * Valid N % "atid N % * Valid N % * Valid N %* VaM N %* 
UNIVERSITY TYPE 838 99.9 462 100 509 100 717 100 482 100 1769 99,7 

Mostly graduate 468 55.8 228 49.4 281 552 368 51.3 256 53.1 1207 6%,2 
Some graduate 132 15.8 81 17.5 93 18.3 140 19S 119 24.7 242 13.7 
Mostly undergraduate 238 28.4 153 33.1 135 26,s 209 29,l 107 22.2 320 18.1 

tau-b = -0.109; chi-square = 135.48, df (lo), p = ,00000 
DEPARTMENT SIZE! 832 99.2 461 99.8 509 100 713 99.4 482 100 1763 99.4 
Less than 5 65 10.2 44 
5 lo 10 202 24.3 107 
11 to 20 259 31.1 149 
21 to 30 138 16.6 63 
31 to40 76 9.1 46 
Mote than 40 92 11,1 52 

tau-b = 0,069; chi-square = 94.12, d 

55 7.7 25 5.2 72 4.1 
175 24.5 112 23.2 301 17.1 
232 32.5 145 30.1 621 35.2 
124 17.4 86 17.8 369 20.9 
54 7.6 52 10,8 197 11,2 
73 10.2 62 12.9 203 11,5 

f(35), p = ,00000 
HIGHEST DEGREE 837 99.8 460 99.6 505 99.2 713 99.4 480 99.6 1766 B.5 

Minor only 16 1.9 8 1.7 6 1,2 8 1.1 2 0.4 2 0. I 
E)achelots 205 24.5 124 27.0 106 21.0 165 23.1 105 21.9 217 123 
First professional 40 4.8 19 4.1 23 4 6  23 33 12 2,s 47 2,7 
Master's 188 22.5 140 30.4 116 23,O 199 27,9 109 22,7 346 19.6 
Grad, pmf. diploma 48 5.7 26 5.7 15 3.0 21 2.9 13 2.7 37 2,1 
Doctorale 340 40.6 143 31.1 239 47.3 297 41.7 239 49.8 1117 63.3 

tau& = 0,171; chi-square = 296.27, df(25), p = ,0000 
REGION 838 99.9 462 100 509 100 717 100 482 100 1769 99.7 

Atlantic 
Qu* 
Ontario 
west 

uncertainty coefficient. U = 0,008: chi-mare = 129.79. df(l5). D = .00000 

* For variable, percentage = (Valid N/sample size) x 100Y0. For categories, (Ire percentage = (count for category/valid N) x 100%, 



. . A4: Means m - o n s  of Faculty bv Career Stape 
Stage 1 is391 Stage 2 1462) Stage 3 1509) Stagc 4 17 17) Stage 5 14821 Stage 6 (17741 
mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD 

AGE 37.64 651 43.23 7,17 41.87 5.42 45.76 5.37 50,88 5.52 50,52 6,89 
somer's d (dependent=career stage) = O,4 17; F = 585,6, df (5,4777), p = ,0000 

EXPERIENCE 430 3.31 10.24 5.61 9,W 4.36 14,30 4,42 20.33 4,76 20.10 6,99 
somefs d (dependent = career stage)= 0.534; F = 11SO,5, df(5,4680), p = ,0000 

SENIORITY 3.29 2.72 8,56 5.67 8.83 4,07 13,15 3,98 18.84 4,12 17.65 630 
somer's d (dependent = career stage)= 0,525; F a 1214,7, df (5,4777), p = ,0000 

PAST PERFORMANCE 5.71 8,71 8.81 11.20 13.87 17.62 13,78 15-13 11.86 14.38 33.55 30.62 
somer's d (dependent = career stage)= 0,329; F = 272,7, df (5,4777), p = ,0000 

PAST PERF. RATE 1,804 3.19 1.218 2.10 1.735 2.48 1.080 1.33 0,641 0.870 1.891 2.17 
somer's d (dependent = camr stage) = 0,126; F = 35.42, df (5,4690), p = ,000 

lNSTlTUTION VALUES 
Teaching effectiveness 4.28 1.80 4.14 1,78 4.33 1.72 4.09 1.73 3,95 1,70 4,49 139 

scale: 1 - 7; somet's d = 0,044; F = 11.24, df (5,4539, p;= .OOOO1, eta = 0.11 1; eta squared = 0.012 
Scholarly publications 6.11 t,31 6.22 1,13 6.03 1.28 6.05 1,29 625 1,21 600 1,25 

sale: 1 - 7; somer's d = -0.042; F = 4.35, df'(5,4540), p = ,0006, eta = 0.069; eta s ~ d  = 0.00S 
Service 11,44 3.47 11,15 3,75 11,19 3.76 10,76 3.79 10,65 3,73 11,25 3,56 

scale: 3 - 2 1; 6omer"s d = -0.009; F = 4,76, df(5,4777), p = ,0003; eta = 0,070; eta squared = 0,005 
DEW, CLIMATE 
Student quality 4.56 1.45 4.47 1.42 4.26 1.41 4.27 1,41 4 3  1,36 4.44 1.37 

scale: I - 7; somer's d = -0.012; F = 4.81, df (5,4535), p =. ,0002; eta = 0.072; ela squared = 0,005 
intellectual atmosphem 4.26 1.60 4,06 136 4.03 1.51 3.95 1,48 4.01 1.59 4.32 1.51 

scale: 1 - 7; somefs d = 0,030; F = 9, 15, df (5,4755), p = ,0000; eta = 0,098; eta squared = 0,010 
Faculty morale 4.03 1.63 3 3  1.50 3.64 1.52 3.43 1.51 3S2 1.59 3.79 1.57 

scale: 1 - 7; somer's d = -0,016 F = 14.36, df (5,4713), p = ,0000; eta = 0,123; eta squared = 0.015 
Sense of identity 4.30 1.76 4.08 1.69 3.90 1.69 3.92 1.75 3.95 1.76 4.11 1.72 

scale: 1 - 7; somer's d = -0,014; F = 5.22, df(5,4551), p = ,0001; eta = 0.076; eta squared = 0,006 
Faculty involvement 4.36 1,49 4.26 1,47 4.16 1.55 4.17 137 4,24 1.58 4,29 2.54 

scale: 1 - 7; somer's d = 4.00 1; F = 1.4 1, df (5,4278), p = ,2 174; a = 0.04 1; eta squared = 0,002 
. . . Table A4 continues on next page . .. CI 
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Table A4 continu& 
Stage 1 1839) Stage 2 (4621 Stage 3 15091 Stage 4 [7 171 Stage 5 14821 Stage 6 11774) 
mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD 

UNIVERSITY CLIMATE 
institutional pride 4.35 1,64 4.06 1.56 3.98 1.60 4,045 1.60 4.10 1.67 4.23 1.61 

scale: I - 1; somer's d = 0.000; F = 5.05, df (5,4582), p = ,0001; eta = 0.074; eta squad = 0.006 
Faculty loyalty 4.78 1.36 4.70 1.36 4.70 1.39 4,113 1.36 4.75 1.40 4.87 1,32 

scale; 1 - 7; somer's d = 0.025; F = 2.06, df (5,4462), p = ,0673; eta = 0,048; eta squared = 0,002 
Administrative quality 19.45 5.51 18.67 5.72 i8,84 6.06 18.5s 6.10 18.93 6.33 19.55 6.26 

scale: 5 - 35; somer's d = 0.021; F = 4.36, df(5,4777), p = .W, eta = 0.067; eta squared = 0 .W 
RESOURCES 38.82 10.27 37,SO 9.84 3683 9.62 37,68 9,25 39,14 9,15 39.76 9.68 

scale; 10 - 70; aomer'r d = 0.055; P = 1 1.28, df (5,4777), p = ,0000, eta = 0.108; eta squared = OR12 
OPPORrnTlES 
Teaching 4.95 1.66 4.% 1.70 5.03 1.71 5.29 1.65 5.33 1.63 5.52 1 .S2 

scale: I - 7; somcr's d 3 0.1 19; P = 20.10, &f(5,4677), p = ,0000; eta = 0,145; eta squared = 0,021 
Restarch 4.38 1-95 4.22 1.99 4.48 9 4  4.39 1.98 4.58 139 5.01 1.88 

scale: 1 - 7; somer's d = 0.110: F = 23,Ol, df(5,4665), p = ,0000; ela = 0,155; eta squared = 0,024 
Policy-influencing 7.52 2.17 8.28 2.21 8.54 2,14 8.85 2.23 8.53 2.43 9,14 2.33 

scale: 3 - 15; somer's d = 0,189; P = 61.70, df (5,4777), p = ,0000, eta = 0,246; eta squad  = 0.06 1 
WORKLOADS 
Teaching 3.20 0,73 3.28 0.71 3.14 0.65 3,18 0.69 3-19 0.64 3,04 0.73 

scale: i - 5; samer's d = 4068; F = 1 1.86, df (5,4712), p = ,0000; eta = 0.1 12; eta squared = 0.0 12 
Administrative 2.76 1.12 3.27 1.07 3.38 1,06 3.43 1,12 3.28 1.09 3,41 1.19 

scale: I - 5; somer's d = 0.126; F = 42,31, df (5.46351, II = ,0000: eta = 0.209: eta sauared = 0.044 

. , , Table A4 continues on next page . . . 





Table A4 contiwed . . , 
Stage 1 (8391 Stage 2 (4621 Stage 3 15091 Stage 4 1717) Stage 5 1482) Sm 6 11774) 
mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD mean SD 

SELF-ESTEEM: Own st& 6.76 0.70 6.70 0,67 662 0.99 6.59 0.92 6,60 0,88 6,62 0,99 
scale: 1 - mmer's d = 4,021; F = 4.36, &f (5,4734), p = .ooo6., eta = 0,068; eta squared =; 0.005 

- h l  environment 17.81 2.71 17,75 2.81 17.35 3.00 17S1 2.87 17.35 3.20 17,49 3.33 
scale: 3 - 21; somer's d = 4.009: P = 2.62, df (5,4777), p = ,0226: eta = 0.052; ela squared = 0,003 

- Discipline 15.82 4.26 14.94 4S4 15.87 4.08 15.06 4.42 13.75 4,76 16.17 4, 19 
scale: 3 - 2 1; somer's d = 0.039; F = 28.92, df(5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0.171; eta squred = 0.029 

LOCUS OF 9.75 2.72 10.08 2.53 9,79 2,82 10.28 2.56 10.27 2.83 10.72 2,54 
ATTACHMENT: ]Local 

scale: 2 - 14; m e r ' s  d = 0.12 1; F = 20.85, df (5,4777), p = .OOOO1, eta = 0,146; eta squared = 0.02 1 
Cosmopolitan 6.25 1.01 6.22 1.02 6.15 1.08 614 1.05 6.03 1,19 6.26 1.02 

scale: 1 - 7; somefs d = 0.01 I; F = 4,93, df (5,4739), p = ,0002; eta = 0,172; eta squared = 0.029 
CAREER EVALUATlON 9.10 3,05 8.72 3.14 967 2.95 8.98 3.16 7.92 3,13 10.60 2,92 

scale: 2 - 14; mmer's d = O.lSP; P = 86.24, df(S,4777), p = ,0000; eta - 0.288, e@ squared = 0,083 
ACTIVITIES : Teaching 25.69 14,02 25.26 12,79 22,27 1L91 23.91 13,21 25.10 12,90 21.79 12.70 

somet8 d = 0.087; P = 15.23, df(5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0.125; eta squared = 0.0 16 
- Research 13,01 11.84 10,82 9S7 1230 9.96 12,02 10.30 10.49 8,71 13.99 10.59 

somet8 d = 0.070; F = 13.52, df (5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0.1 18; eta squared = 0,014 
- Adminiarative duties 4.08 5.07 6.43 7.52 6.49 6,85 7,46 8.36 7,04 8,49 8.49 10,23 

somefs d = 0,126; F = 32,24, df (5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0,18 1; eta squared = 0,033 
- Consulting 8.61 11.60 10.48 12.49 8,OO 8.48 4474 10.01 631 8.63 8,29 9.40 

somer's d = 0,002; F = 7.73, df (5,4777). p = ,0000; eta = 0,090; eta squared = 0,008 
- lournal subscriptions 4,lO 3,09 4.36 2,78 4.52 2.91 4.54 3.40 4,21 2.97 4.8% 3,15 

somer's d = 0.079; F = 9.04, df(5,4777), p = ,oooO., eta = 0,097: eta squared = 0,009 
Bodts in past 3 years 0,267 1,432 0.297 0,722 0,552 1,425 0,537 1,429 0,322 0,773 0,691 1,234 

somet's d = 0,116; F = 18.85, df(5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0,139; eta squared = 0,019 
Articles in past 3 years 4.190 5,037 4.242 4,773 6,346 6,315 4,862 6,418 3,193 6,180 7,260 8,241 

somer's d = 0,118; F = 47.13, df(5,4777), p = ,0000; eta = 0.217; eta squared = 0.047 



Twwaililcd signiScance oft- ofmean dafama ( i i  vaciables) or Poason's chi- 
(nominal vaziables); only p < 0.0 1 qortad, 

Malt 665 16-0 3497 84.0 
F d e  287 33.0 584 67.0 

Discipline 925 18.7 4023 813 0,000 
Math/ natural scienccs 126 12.6 8-75 87-4 
SociaLscic~lces 141 12-3 1010 87.7 
H m t i e s  77 12.3 551 87.7 
Arts 101 51-5 95 48-5 
Profissiols 480 24.3 1492 75.5 

Career Stagt 862 18.0 392 1 82.0 0.000 
One 302 36-0 537 64.0 
Two 128 27.7 334 72.3 
Thrct 8 1 15-9 428 84-1 
Four 126 17.6 59 1 82.4 
Five 80 16.6 402 83.4 
Six 145 8-2 1629 91.8 

Mean Scores Mean SD Mean SD P 
(interval variables) 

44.0 1 9-06 4625 7.89 0.000 

Oreanizational Conditions 
TeachingvalUCd 4.34 1.76 4.28 1.69 0s 

ReseatcbvaIUE6 5-96 1.41 6.06 1.27 11s 

Senriccvaluai 11.65 3 -67 11.07 3.61 0.000 
Stndeatquality 4.52 1-40 4.36 1.40 0.003 
ImcIlectual atmosphae 4.25 1.52 4.14 1.55 LIS 
F'tymOralc 3.84 1-56 3.68 1.58 0.003 
Sense of institutional pride 4.20 1.62 4.14 1.61 IIS 

Sense ofi&ntity 4.09 1.75 4.06 1.73 11s 

Facub l@tY 4.84 1-37 4.80 1.35 11s 
F a c u I t y i n w , W  . * 

4.35 1.57 4.23 1.55 L ~ S  

~ W i W  19-35 5.83 19.07 6-13 L ~ S  
Teaching apportcmity 5.22 1-65 5.26 1.64 IIS 
Research opportunity 4.32 1-95 4.68 1.94 0.000 

... Table M amtimes on nod page .-- 
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Table A6: Com~dson ofMeans for Facultv Memks  Located in Universities with Ven 

Hid Rebutations and F d t v  Members Located in TJniverSitjes with Low Rer,utations 

Mean SD 



APPENDIX11 

PATH EFFECTS 



7.highest degree c m e d  
8,cxpericnoc 
9.past performsnce (log) 
1O.dept.degree offered 
Ormnizslional PerceDtions 
I t ,&pt climste 
12,values teaching 
1 3 .values r e m h  

I 5,research opportunitits 
1 6.resoutces available 
professional Self 
I7,teaching orientation 
1 &research orientation 
19.self-esteem - local 
2O.self esteem - discipline 
Activities 
2 l ,time spent teaching 
22,time spent research 
2 3.joml subscriptions 
24,Cunent P r o d u c t i v ~  

ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEP'ITONS 
I 

PROFESSIONAL SELF 

Significant standardized regression coellicients reported only, (a: pc=O.OS; b: p<=O.OI ; c: p<=0.001) 

Table B 1 : Path Effects for Entire Sample of Full-Time Faculty 





j3eckground 
I .DMale 
2.age 
3 .DArts 
4, DScienct: 
5.DHumanities 
6.Dhfessionals 
7.highest dqpe  eclmed 
8,cxpcrim~e 
9.past pelformancc (log) 
1 O.dept,degee offered 

1 1 .depl climate 
12.values teaching 
13.values resach  
14,teaching opportunities 
15.research opportunities 
16.resowce8 available 
professionel Self 
17. teaching orientation 
18,research orientalion 
19,selfesteem - local 
20,self esteem - discipline 
Aclivilies 
2 l .time spent teaching 
22.time spent m h  
2t.jouarl subscriptions 
24,Currenl Productivitv (lug) 

Constant 
H-squam 
At$iusted R-spate 
Std E m r  ufEstfmate 

ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEPTIONS PROFESSIONAL SELF 

Table 83: Path Effits for FulCTime Faculty in Staee TWO 



Rackground 
1 ,DMaIc 
2,agc 
3 ,DAfls 
4,DScience 
5,DHurnanilies 
6. DProfessionals 
7.highest degree eanred 
8. expcricnce 
9.past perfocmanw (log) 
IO.dept.degree o f f d  
~ h t i w l  Percentions 
I 1 .dcpl climate 
12,values teaching 
13, valw research 
I4.teach'i opporluni ties 
15.research opportunities 
16.resourccs available 
Professional Self 
1 7. teaching orientation 
I8,tesearch Mientation 
\9.self-esteem - local 
20,self cstecm - discipline 
Activities 
2 I ,  time spent teaching 
22,time spent research 
2 J.jownal subscriptions 
24,Current Roductivitv 

Constant 
R - ~ q u m  
Ad/'ustd R-sqware 
Std, Enwr of Estimate 

ORGANIZATIONAL f ERC EPTIONS 

Table 84: PIth ~ffkc& for Full-Time Faculty in Stage Thee 

PROFESSIONAL SELF 
17 18 19 20 

- 
PRODUCTMTY 





Backaround 
I .DMale 
2 ,age 
3.I)Arts 
4. DScience 
5.DHumanilies 
6.DProfessicmsls 
7.highcst &px carnal 
8.enperience 
9,past pcrf~mance (log) 
I0.dept.d- offked 
Qg@nizstionsl P- 
I I dept climate 
12.values teaching 
I 3,vslucs research 
14.ttmhing opportunities 
15,research opportunities 
16,resources available 
fiofessionat Self 
I 7.teacm orientation 
I8,rescarch orientation 
19,seIf-esteem - local 
2O.self esteem - discipline 
Activities 
2 1 .time spent teaching 
22,time spcnt research 
23.journal subscriptions 
24.Cu1~enl Muclivihr (log) 

Constant 
R-square 
A#usted R-square 
Std, E m  of Bstima~e 

ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEPTIONS 
11 12 13 14 IS 16 

PROFESSIONAL SELF 
17 I8 19 20 

Table 86: Path Effects for Full-Time Faculty in Stane Five 





B!ww!d 
I .DM& 
2 .age 
3.DMs 
4.DScience 
5.DHumanilies 
6,DProfessiona1s 
7. highest degfee earned 
8,expcrience 
9,past performance (log) 
IO.depl,aegree o f f d  
O r n a p h a ~ l  Pmeotions 
t l ,dept climate 
12,values teaching 
13.values research 
14,tcaching opprtunitics 
1 5.research opportunities 
16,re- available 

fessional Self 
17 .teaching orientation 
18,teseacch orientation 
19,self-eskem - loccll 
20.self esteem - discipline 
@ctivities 
21 .time spent teaching 
22.time spent resesrch 
23 .jwnal subscriptions 
24,Cumt Productivitv (la 

I 

ORGANIZATIONAL PERCEPTIONS 
11 12 13 14 15 16 

Conslant 
R-square 
A@~led R-square 
Std, Bmr of Estimate 

PROFESSlONAL SELF 
17 18 19 20 

PRODUCTIVITY 
24 

C1 Table B8: Path E f f t s  for Full-Time Faculty in Hi& Regutation Universities w 
N 





APPENDIX C 

DEcOMPOs~ON OF EmECTS 



Table C1: Direct. Indirect and Total Effects on Rod~cbvltr~ . . 
AU Full-Tie Faculty 

(n = 3537) DIRECT INDlRECT TOTAL 
.(A)BacJrmJuJgj 



T le 2: * .  
11 U 

Full-Time Faculty in Stage One 

1 1.dept c l i m s  
- 

12.values teaching 
13.values research 
L4,teaching opportunities 
15.nsarch opportnnities 
16nsowces avaiIable 
IC) Profiional Self 
17.teaching orientation 
1 %.research orientation 
1 9 . s e l f e  - local 
20.selfesteem - discipline 

Activities 
2 l.time spent teaching 
22.time spent research 



Table C3: Direct. Indirezt and Total E f f i  on Praductivit?pS 
Full-Time Faualtv in Staae Two 

( n = 273) DIRECT INDIRECT TOTAL 
(A) BacltPlOtltLd 



Table C4: Direct. Ijndirect and Total EfEms of All Variables on 

Full-Time Facultv in Stage Thee 

lDWe 
2.age 
3DArts 
4DScieace 
SDNmnanities 
6DPmfeSSjonals 
7.highest degree earned 
%.experience 
9.- peb- 0%) 
10--highest degree &ired 

1l.dept CIimate 
12-values teaching 
13-Vallbes nsearch 
14.teaching opporhmities 
15.fe~earch apporQmities 
16.resourccs available 
fC) Professional Self 
17.teacbing o r i d o n  
18.research orientation 
19.~eIf- - local 
20.SeEtstccm - dixiplint 
(Dl Activities 
2 1 .time spcnt teaching 
22.time spent mearch 



Table CS: Direct. Indirect and Total E f f i  an Produ-, . - 
Full-Time Faculty in Stage Four 

Computed using significant std. direct paths only w.10) 

(n = 522) DIRECT. INDIRECT TOTAL 
1 
1 DMale 
2.age 
3DAtts 
4.DScience 
SDHumanities 
6DPrafeSSionals 
7.highest Qgne eanred 
%.experience 
9.- p e r f o m  (log) 
1o.dept.highest degree affbed 
(B) OrgnizatioIlaI Percebtions 
1 l.dept climate 
12.valws teaching 
13-values research 
14.teaching opportunities 
15.reseatch opportanities 
16,resomxs available 
[Cl Professional Self 
17.teachiag oricmation 
18.reseatch orientation 
19.selfk~t~~m - local 
20.selfstcem - discipline 
pr ~ctivitie~ 
21.t- spent teaching 
22.time spent tcsearch 



Table C6: Direct, Indirect and Total Effkts on Roductiviw, 
Full-Time Faculty in Stase Five 



Table C7: Direa Indirect and Total EfFkcts on Productivitv-% 
Fuil-Time F d t v  in Stane Six 

( n = 1450) DIRECT INDIRECT 





bU8 
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bet8 
b 
b 
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bd8 
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bet8 
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beta 
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bcu 
b 

krr 
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k t a  
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ku 
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ko 
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M a  
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bar 
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rn 
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bar 
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bar 
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bda 
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bar 
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kt8 
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Table D 1 : Sogabat10 . .  * n Efbcts on T- a A a o s  Career S- 

(0.09 1) (0- 167) 
Significant coefficients only- Lcvtl of sirmificance at pQ)-10 f'or stage 1 - 5, axxi at p4-05 for stage 6. 
a: p4.10; b: fl.05; c: p4I.01; d: fl.001 

Table D2: Socialkition Effects on Research Orientation Across Career S- 

(0,095) 
Significant coef6cicnts only. b e 1  of significance at @-lo for stage 1 - 5, and at e . 0 5  for stage 6. 
a: p<0,10; b: ~ 4 . 0 5 ;  c: ~4 .01;  6, fl.001 



. -  . 146 
Table D3 : Sea-s on and TepEbiso Oriemations Acmss ACabemic 
Locations with Hi& Reoutations W=396l and Low Remations CN1301) 

A~admi~Rcpotati~~l 0 f U . w  High&, LQWRep. EiiRhEkl~, LAlW&p. 
p=tperfof'-=e mi9 11s 4.523a 1,4724 1-71 1d 

(4-m) (0302) (0.3 19) 
Highest degree eaxlmd 4413~ 11s 1.086d LLS 

(4-153) (0.215) 
~ g b ~ d Q P 0 f f - d  by- -0.4271, IIS lls 0.481b 

(-0,123) (0.142) 
Departmcat climate 4,083b ns ns ns 

(4.117) 
Institution values teaching 03454 IS 0377d 0- 16Qa 

(0-297) (0.237) (0.107) 
Institution values resarch 0,181b 0.226~ O.502d IS 

(0.088) (0.171) (0.194) 
Teaching opportunities m IIS ns ns 

Significant d c i e n t s  only. a: pQ)-10; b: pQ),OS; c: m.01; d: pQ).001 

Table D4: Effixts of Past Performance on Current Productivity Research and Teaching 
with less than 3 years Smontv (Newco . 

Orientations: Fa* men. N=390) vs, AU FuU- 
Time Facuitv W=3 537) 

Past Performaact (log) b 0.6834 0,761d 0.174 (ns) 4,3424 0.57Ob 1.3 13d 

(beta) (0.343) (0.574) (0.040) (10.088) (0.1 10) (0244) 

Level of signibcmce at m.10 for l lcwcom, m.05 for cnth sample. 
a: pQ). 10; b: ~ 4 . 0 5 ;  c: m.0 1; d: m.00 1; (ns): not significant 



APPENDIX E 

ZERWRDER ASSOCIATIONS 



NO. OF ARTICLES 
IN PAST 3 YEARS 

N th&ht p 8 

Age 5060 r -0,020 
Gender 5033 U 0.004 4).001 
Family SES 49 13 d 0,019 
Marital status 5015 U 0.003 41.001 
Discipline 494% U 0.016 4).001 

Department* 5034 r 0.072 a.001 
kgional location 5054 U 0.007 0,002 
H i g h e s t ~ o f F e r e d i n ~  5029 d 0228 4.001 
Institution values teaching aectivemss 47% r 
Institution values research 
Institution values !sxvice 
s-Quality 
Intellectual atmosphere 
Faculty morale 
Institutional pri& 
Sense of identity 
Faculty involvemexu 
F d t Y  * - IayaitY 
-quality 
Resomesavailable 
Teaching opportunities 
Re!sarchopportlmities 
Comparative teaching load 
Comparative admuam . - -on load 
Policy-influencing ogportunitjes 
CbangesinstudentdaMIxis 
Changes in faculty morale 
Changes inempbasison teaching 
Changes inempbasis on d 4008 r - 0.048 0.002 

... Table El contirmcs on nort page ... 

hre l  of signikmce only reported if at least 0.0 1 



Table El continued -.- 
NO. OF ARTICLES 
INPAST3YEARS 

N coef6cicnt p f 
PROFESSIONAL SELF 
Value teaching 
value research 
Value service 
Interest in teaching 
Interatin- 
Interatinservia 
S e I f ~ ~ o w a s t a n d a r d s  
SeLf- sowce local environment 
SeE- sowctdiscipliec 
Lcmlsofattachmcntlocal 
Locus ofattachmcntc~ggopolitan 
Career dua l ion  
View ofuniversity 
Time spent teaching 
Time spent on mearch 
Time spent on dministrative duties 
Time spent on consulting 
Journal subscriptions 5060 r 0.152 -=O.OOO 

Level of signs~nrr a* n=ported ifat least 0.05 









24.Currenl Produai~@ (log) 0,048 ,039 -.04S ,039 ,072 *.147 ,139 -.010 ,222 -.W2 ,163 ,163 1,000 

Dble ES: ZmoQder Corelstions. Means and Standard Deviations: Faculty in S t a e  Three 





24.Curmrl Produc(iVity (log) 0,072 -,043 -.077 -.036 -,052 w.150 ,200 -,047 2 -, 121 ,140 ,166 1,000 

Table E7: Z e r d d e r  Corelatiom. Means and Standard Deviations: Facultv in Stsno Five 



24&- Rdu&ity (log) -.007 -.010 -.OS4 ,025 469  -,089 ,224 -,046 ,194 -,I23 2 ,098 1% 

Table E8: Zcro-Order Corelatiom. Means end Standard Deviations: Facultv in Stage Siq 



Means 
,869 

46,862 
,225 
,444 
.013 
,111 
2,785 
16,320 
2,208 
2.742 
9,207 
4.351 
6.573 
5.664 
5,096 

4 1.630 
11.919 
18,253 
17,011 
21.w 
13.904 
4.942 
1.599 
1,602 

I?. 
1,000 
-.064 
,1 I8 
,165 
,171 
,287 
,279 
,100 
,124 
-.016 
,049 
-.006 

24,C- W I d t y  (los) -,021 ,024 -.077 ,048 -.OM 9.065 ,260 9.122 ,149 9.093 ,2I 1 ,143 1.000 

Tab!@ E9: Zero-Odet Cmlsticms. Mcans and Slandard Deviations: Facultv in Hiah Re~utatim Universities 



Table El 0: Z e d M e r  C c l r e b .  Mccms and Standard Deviations: Facultv in Low Re~utation Univmitiep 
I 




